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A unique opportunity for historicalA unique opportunity for historical
archers to test their skills!archers to test their skills!

DON'T WAIT,DON'T WAIT,
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Óbidos, Portugal 22 - 25 August 2022 
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Óbidos, Portugal 22 - 25 August 2022 

12-14
August
2022 

International Championships
of Poland in Traditional

Archery hosted by PSŁT on the
grounds of the Golub Castle in

Golub-Dobrzyń.
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Dear Archers, today marks the sixth month since our

words first reached your eyes. For our editorial team,

it has been a busy season of challenging and

confronting the unknown. One thing is for sure, after

half a year of experience, we may say - working

within the archery community is a constant pursuit of

the element, that cannot be tamed in any way.

For all of us here at TIFAM it proved to be a beautiful

and enlightening adventure. We have come to know

some of you better whilst still keeping an eye on

others. The clubs revealed their secrets and some of

the experienced archers took us on an adventurous

journey through time. We travelled the length and

breadth of the island, north to south, east to west,

doing interviews and reports. We promoted you in

every possible way and every possible form. Our

passion is archery and our mission is to make it better.

So if you ask me where and why we are heading I

would say we follow the wind of change that breaks

new ground for both archers and associations. We see

our publication as a milepost indicating towards

better understanding and mutual respect, where every

next step brings us closer to something meaningful.

We see TIFAM as the force that will motivate and

steer you in this direction of action. We want to be a

link between associations, a common point, a foothold 

of hope for rapprochement and exchange. We

would like to play an educational and

exploratory role by uncovering new paths and

rehashing old and forgotten ways.

This is how we look at ourselves, wondering at

the same time how you see us and whether you

walk the same road as we do. it seems that the

most representative references to our mission

are our regular columns The Owen and Dave

articles are a great example of how we approach

„obvious coverage”. "Stringfellow diary"

deserves a special mention, where Owen literally

blazes a trail and shows us how to include IFAF,

SIFA and AI in one writing, expressing the equal

respect for all three and showing the good

aspects and benefits of participating in the

events of all three associations. Well done Owen.

Michelle's reports bring a breath of fresh air by

pointing the way and motivating archers to work

even harder on their form. This is a very important

element of the magazine and its program, you may

read about your friends, having a living and, so to

speak, approachable role models within your hand

reach - admit it yourself, this is a wonderful, yet very

effective buster in terms of personal development.

Nick and his American adventure, speak for

themselves. This is a world that people here in

Ireland don't know yet. I like the evolution of this

column, from a mere warning and information

publicity it has transformed and blossomed to

become a regular novel about people and their

passions in life. It reveals a world that is unknown or

little known to us - the American dream of archery

and the nature that man tries to  tame  with  the  bow.

EDITOR'S 
NOTE
We follow 

the wind of change
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Our international editor, Lynn, keeps us informed

about rule changes and makes sure we all know what

we are doing and under what regime. This is

invaluable input and work from the ground up,

without a lot of fanfare but very necessary and useful.

And of course our youngest crew, Daniel,

Olivia and Maria. I am really proud of them

and their reports, this job they do is top-

notch. Their professionalism regardless of

age, attention to detail, reporter's flair and

beautiful narration literally and figuratively

are something unprecedented. Our

„editorial children” are a beautiful and

highly motivating example to their peers.

Here I have to congratulate not only our

young reporters but also their parents for a

great  job   and   an   exemplary  upbringing.

Issue 6 

By Marcin Malek
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We are gaining more and more readers and the number of

subscribers to the "While on the Range" blog is growing. We

are read in Ireland, UK, USA, Germany, Italy, Switzerland,

Poland, Estonia, Finland and even China. We face

increasing challenges and workload, some of which you

cannot see: dozens of phone calls and emails,

administrative and technical work, planning ahead,

dividing up roles and tasks, these are our daily routines

resulting in a fresh issue of the magazine every 15th of the

month regardless of whether it's a holiday or a weekday.

You can always count on us!

So if you see our work and appreciate its effect, please help

us to develop the magazine and make archery better. Pass

our posts on, tell your archers friends at home and abroad

about us, refer them to our website and subscribe to our

newsletter. All this will help a lot and allow us to run

TIFAM longer and more efficiently. See you on the range!

Dear friends and customers,

Sarmat Archery team needs your support.

We are shameful to ask for help, because you are with

us all these terrible 49 days of war, but we are in need.

#SarmatArchery is adjusting production in military

realities, when a part of the employees and partners

are on the army, some must leave their cities. Supply

chains of components have also been disrupted, russia

is blocking the sea coast, we have not been able to get

new bamboo for bows for 2 months now. We have

partially resumed production, process and finish

previously glued bow blanks, also we can make

arrows.

We want to offer you a stock of budget arrows A1,

about 300pcs ready right now. 180 white, 40 yellow,

24 orange, 14 blue, 17 dark purple, 11 brown, 11 gray, 9

green, 8 purple, 7 red. We  can make more of each

colors if needed.

Maple Shafts 5/16 ", 32" long, with standard

arrowheads. 3 $ per 1 arrow.

For convenience, we made a google sheet with a list of

arrows and bows in stock. The table will be

replenished and corrected. We have a lot of bow

blanks in the works, which we plan to finish in the

next  month.    You   can   see   the   sheet   by  the  link

https://docs.google.com/.../1P2RsFCq.../

We will be very grateful for ordering and your

reposts.

If you want to make some donation, this are our

PayPal for donation: mykytaleonov@gmail.com

Please use the same currency of sending and

receiving, PayPal has a very unfavorable exchange

rate.

And personal paypal for donation of our FB admin

Asha sancha0913@gmail.com
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Infinitely grateful for your support, sympathy and

wish you a peaceful sky above your head!

UPD: We are also starting to ship orders prepared but

not shipped before the russian aggression. But

unfortunately, some of shipping companies have not

yet resumed work in Ukraine. There are some

restrictions on the length of the package for many

countries. We are looking to ship all previously paid

orders as quickly as possible

Issue 6 

OUR FRIENDS AT 

SARMAT ARCHERY 

STILL NEED OUR HELP!

Original Sarmat Archery post

published on FAcebook 13th of April

2022

https://www.facebook.com/sarmatarchery/?__cft__[0]=AZU-VaTCanjal_IPScvN--t9qp6ckxqYVfk0SmW2HDzWee_WLja4170bg_tVUbvmDZoKRbBuN-juMU6D3u5ZTcuDhayM4vCCnX7fHpG5P6Uo8VauTd3y-4zVljDpbAo9weU&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/sarmatarchery?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZU-VaTCanjal_IPScvN--t9qp6ckxqYVfk0SmW2HDzWee_WLja4170bg_tVUbvmDZoKRbBuN-juMU6D3u5ZTcuDhayM4vCCnX7fHpG5P6Uo8VauTd3y-4zVljDpbAo9weU&__tn__=*NK-R
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1P2RsFCq_iVfXyFWaEpz5gE5b9fVxhjANhtrD3k94Ylw/edit?usp=sharing&fbclid=IwAR28dPQS6T-rZV-5FdHr3uSmqBGdovy289BGOzAnxQpoKXAVxMmg0w_yOWc
mailto:mykytaleonov@gmail.com
http://gmail.com/
https://tifam.news/tifam
https://tifam.news/tifam
https://tifam.news/tifam
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NEWSUPCOMING SHOOTS
New IFAF gains & records

13/03/22
 

Gains
 

Ivan Cummins from Ashgrove Archers
earned silver SBG pin in the AMBBR

category
Mick Seery from Wexford Archery

earned his Star SBG pin in the AMBBR
category

Owen Reynolds from Laois Archery
earned his Bronze SBG pin in the

AMBBR category
Gino Vaianella from Valley Bowmen

Archery Club earned his Silver SBG pin
in the VMBHR category

Des Carroll from Dunbrody Archers
earned his Bronze SBG pin in the

AMBHR category
Martins Arbidans from Dunbrody

Archers earned his Gold SBG pin in the
JMBHR category

Paddy Dempsey from Dunbrody
Archers earned his Gold SBG pin in the

AMBU category
David Dempsey from Dunbrody Archers

earned his Star SBG pin in the AMBU
category

Dave Leigh from Galtee Archery earned
his Star SBG pin in the AMFU category

Laurent Ville from South Cork Field
Archers earned his Bronze SBG Pin in

the AMHB category
Maria Malek from Laois Archery
earned her Gold SBG pin in the

CFTR(IFAA) category
 

Records
 

Una Dempsey from Dunbrody Archers
in the AFBU category with a score of

636
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16-17/04/22
 

(IFAF) 16-17 APR. WEXFORD ARCHERY
(MAR/UAR)

 
(NIFAA) DAC 2D/3D FUN SHOOT

16 KIRLISH RD, DRUMQUIN,
OMAGH BT78 4PY, UK

 
( AI) WOLFSHEAD COMPANY OF ARCHERS

HANDICAP SUMMER SERIES LEG 1
GRANARD, CO. LONGFORD.

THIS SERIES OF EVENTS WILL
BE TAKING PLACE ON 5 SATURDAYS

THROUGHOUT THE SUMMER OF 2022
 

18-23/04/22
 

(AI) ANTALYA 2022 HYUNDAI ARCHERY
WORLD CUP STAGE 1

 
23-24/04/22

 
(AI) SENIOR’S PRE-SEASON SHOOT HARBOUR

HOUSE
 

THIS SHOOT WILL BE DOUBLE 720 ROUND
(WRS)

ON SATURDAY AND A SEPARATE DOUBLE 720
ROUND (WRS)

ON SUNDAY. THERE WILL BE ONE (1) SINGLE
DETAIL PER TARGET SO PLACES ARE LIMITED.
THE EVENT WILL BE WORLD RECORD STATUS.

 
(IFAF) 24/04 VALLEY BOWMEN

 
(NIFAA) 24/04 LAC HUNTER ROUND

LARNE ARCHERY CLUB.
 LARNE RUGBY CLUB, GLYNN, LARNE, BT40

3HF.
 

(SIFA) 24/04 IRISH ARCHERY CLUB
 
 

30/04-02/05/2022
 

(NIFAA) 30/04 - 01/05/ FVAC IFAA FIELD &
HUNTER ROUND

FOYLE VALLEY ARCHERY CLUB.
IFAA FIELD & HUNTER ROUND.

 
(IFAF) 30/04 – 02/05 LAOIS ARCHERY

 
(SIFA) 01/05 BLACK CASTLE ARCHERS

THURLES
 

07-08/05/2022
 

(AI) 07-08/05 IRISH OPEN FIELD
CHAMPIONSHIPS

WICKLOW ARCHERS - DARGLE VALLEY
 

(IFAF) 07/05 KILMORE ARCHERY FIELD
ROUND

 
(SIFA) 08/05 BLACK KNIGHTS

 
(NIFAA) 08/05 NIFAA ROAD SHOW -

LONDONDERRY
 

(SIFA) 08/05 CARROWMORE ARCHERS
 

14-15/05/22
 

(AI) 14/05 WOLFSHEAD COMPANY OF
ARCHERS

HANDICAP SUMMER SERIES LEG 2
THESE EVENTS WILL TAKE PLACE IN GRANARD,

CO. LONGFORD.
THIS SERIES OF EVENTS WILL BE TAKING PLACE
ON 5 SATURDAYS THROUGHOUT THE SUMMER

OF 2022.
 

(IFAF) 15/05 KILLYGARRY ARCHERS
 

(NIFAA) 15/05 FVAC\RVAC IFAA FIELD ROUND
OAKGROVE INTEGRATED COLLEGE,

GRANSHA PARK, LONDONDERRY, BT47 6TG.

New IFAF gains & records
20 /03/22

 
Gains

 
Padraig Carroll from Laois Archery

earned his Gold UAR pin in the JMBBR
category

Jahan Zeb Khan from Valley Bowmen
Archery Club earned his Bronze UAR pin

in the AMBHR category
Mark Daly from Dunbrody Archers

earned his Star UAR pin in the AMBHR
category

Una Dempsey from Dunbrody Archers
earned her Star UAR pin in the AFBU

category
Dan Benton from Wexford Archery

earned his Star UAR pin in the AMFU
category

 
Records

 
Tony McGary from Ashgrove Archers

with a score of 258 in the SMBHC
category

Alan O’Grady from Laois Archery with a
score of 324 in the VMFSR category

Jake Farrell from Laois Archery with a
score of 234 in the YAMLB category

 
 

Maria Espada from Dunbrody Archers
in the AFFU category with a score of

570
Pat Bannon from Laois Archery in the

SFLB category with a score of 240
Jake Farrell from Laois Archery in the

YAMLB category with a score of 444
Brian Murphy from Laois Archery in

the CMTR(IFAA) category with a score
of 540

Maria Malek from Laois Archery in the
CFTR(IFAA) category with a score of

342
Joe O’Brien from Dunbrody Archers in

the AMFU category with a perfect
score of 720. 

 
CRAIGAVON ARCHERY CLUB’S INDOOR

AND FLINT  6/2/22
 

David Uprichard with two records in
the VMFU category. Indoor round with
a score of 295 and Flint round with a

score of 264
Tracey Magill with a score of 209 in
the flint round in the AFFU category
Daniel Vernon with a score of 215 in
the flint round in the CMFU category
Gerry Addams with a score of 236 in

the flint round in the SMFSR category
Martin McKeown with a score of 161 in
the flint round in the YMBHR category
Michelle Jay with two records in the

AFTR(IFAA) category. Indoor round
with a score of 215 and Flint round

with a score of 187
Gordon Horner with two records in the

VMHB category. Indoor round with a
score of 179 and Flint round with a

score of 150.

New IFAF gains & records 
 03/04/22

 
Gains

 
Tina Verity from Mayo Archery Club

earned her Bronze UAR pin in the
AFBBC category

Gerry Cunningham from Donegal
archers earned his Silver UAR pin in

the VMBHR category
Diane Cummins from Ashgrove

Archers earned her Hotshot patch in
the AFBHC category

Tommy Smith from Swan Lake archery
club earned his Bronze UAR pin in

VMBHR category
Alan O’Grady from Laois Archery

earned his Gold UAR pin in the VMFSR
category

James Moloney from Mayo Archery
club earned his Gold UAR pin in the

AMBHR category
Stephen Smee from Limerick Field

Archery Club earned his Bronze UAR
pin in the JMBU category

Mattia Cestonaro from Loch Riach
Traditional Archery earned his Silver
UAR pin in the AMTR(IFAA) category

Mart Murk from Laois Archery earned
his Bronze UAR pin in the AMLB

category
 

Records
 

Alan O’Grady from Laois Archery with a
score 340 in the VMFSR category

Stephen O’Halloran from Limerick
field archery club with a score of 334

in the VMHB category.
 

https://www.facebook.com/Wexford-Archery-606440822748006/?__cft__[0]=AZUJeNbDAtGuGQiDCmKDdMTXNzbohS5WsFn4bIXo7isY9xi5NUTQp5osHXrfMx1r1ZHvgdbBblSddY-PkSAHAm9StBazzVF433JGarfMQE1TAmTn1Ii-VJYKhg6v0B076iszGhPb4xEBreXh0KJHojAm&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100075837312316&__cft__[0]=AZUJeNbDAtGuGQiDCmKDdMTXNzbohS5WsFn4bIXo7isY9xi5NUTQp5osHXrfMx1r1ZHvgdbBblSddY-PkSAHAm9StBazzVF433JGarfMQE1TAmTn1Ii-VJYKhg6v0B076iszGhPb4xEBreXh0KJHojAm&__tn__=-]K-R
https://www.facebook.com/LaoisArchery1/?__cft__[0]=AZUJeNbDAtGuGQiDCmKDdMTXNzbohS5WsFn4bIXo7isY9xi5NUTQp5osHXrfMx1r1ZHvgdbBblSddY-PkSAHAm9StBazzVF433JGarfMQE1TAmTn1Ii-VJYKhg6v0B076iszGhPb4xEBreXh0KJHojAm&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/valleybowmen/?__cft__[0]=AZUJeNbDAtGuGQiDCmKDdMTXNzbohS5WsFn4bIXo7isY9xi5NUTQp5osHXrfMx1r1ZHvgdbBblSddY-PkSAHAm9StBazzVF433JGarfMQE1TAmTn1Ii-VJYKhg6v0B076iszGhPb4xEBreXh0KJHojAm&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/dunbrodyarchersclub?__cft__[0]=AZUJeNbDAtGuGQiDCmKDdMTXNzbohS5WsFn4bIXo7isY9xi5NUTQp5osHXrfMx1r1ZHvgdbBblSddY-PkSAHAm9StBazzVF433JGarfMQE1TAmTn1Ii-VJYKhg6v0B076iszGhPb4xEBreXh0KJHojAm&__tn__=-]K-R
https://www.facebook.com/galteearchery/?__cft__[0]=AZUJeNbDAtGuGQiDCmKDdMTXNzbohS5WsFn4bIXo7isY9xi5NUTQp5osHXrfMx1r1ZHvgdbBblSddY-PkSAHAm9StBazzVF433JGarfMQE1TAmTn1Ii-VJYKhg6v0B076iszGhPb4xEBreXh0KJHojAm&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/southcorkfieldarchers/?__cft__[0]=AZUJeNbDAtGuGQiDCmKDdMTXNzbohS5WsFn4bIXo7isY9xi5NUTQp5osHXrfMx1r1ZHvgdbBblSddY-PkSAHAm9StBazzVF433JGarfMQE1TAmTn1Ii-VJYKhg6v0B076iszGhPb4xEBreXh0KJHojAm&__tn__=kK-R
https://tifam.news/tifam
https://tifam.news/tifam
https://tifam.news/tifam
https://tifam.news/tifam
https://www.facebook.com/LaoisArchery1/?__cft__[0]=AZVRrAyyJgcT-E9Hy8Z7tooOyZ8x21oE7FRUdMk6idcq3Wx0lgR_NFbsF0kiE2xBqWrwX9_7w9SNiTCQxzxSA6edkXdOBaJicsVeJ70ekQjdoMaZZyhh-zU9nI6ZraWqDGVQOGoS04JTzjGycAnf3Hde&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/valleybowmen/?__cft__[0]=AZVRrAyyJgcT-E9Hy8Z7tooOyZ8x21oE7FRUdMk6idcq3Wx0lgR_NFbsF0kiE2xBqWrwX9_7w9SNiTCQxzxSA6edkXdOBaJicsVeJ70ekQjdoMaZZyhh-zU9nI6ZraWqDGVQOGoS04JTzjGycAnf3Hde&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/dunbrody.archers?__cft__[0]=AZVRrAyyJgcT-E9Hy8Z7tooOyZ8x21oE7FRUdMk6idcq3Wx0lgR_NFbsF0kiE2xBqWrwX9_7w9SNiTCQxzxSA6edkXdOBaJicsVeJ70ekQjdoMaZZyhh-zU9nI6ZraWqDGVQOGoS04JTzjGycAnf3Hde&__tn__=-]K-R
https://www.facebook.com/dunbrodyarchersclub?__cft__[0]=AZVRrAyyJgcT-E9Hy8Z7tooOyZ8x21oE7FRUdMk6idcq3Wx0lgR_NFbsF0kiE2xBqWrwX9_7w9SNiTCQxzxSA6edkXdOBaJicsVeJ70ekQjdoMaZZyhh-zU9nI6ZraWqDGVQOGoS04JTzjGycAnf3Hde&__tn__=-]K-R
https://www.facebook.com/Wexford-Archery-606440822748006/?__cft__[0]=AZVRrAyyJgcT-E9Hy8Z7tooOyZ8x21oE7FRUdMk6idcq3Wx0lgR_NFbsF0kiE2xBqWrwX9_7w9SNiTCQxzxSA6edkXdOBaJicsVeJ70ekQjdoMaZZyhh-zU9nI6ZraWqDGVQOGoS04JTzjGycAnf3Hde&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/craigavonarcheryclub/?__cft__[0]=AZUJeNbDAtGuGQiDCmKDdMTXNzbohS5WsFn4bIXo7isY9xi5NUTQp5osHXrfMx1r1ZHvgdbBblSddY-PkSAHAm9StBazzVF433JGarfMQE1TAmTn1Ii-VJYKhg6v0B076iszGhPb4xEBreXh0KJHojAm&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/mayoarchery?__cft__[0]=AZVEngAgFcBGVJg2Vb2Zuz1d_YKoXy34WyH1079QJitB4gFuhlcpQjbncPv6lSPynNDQHF8AGXGm5dbeJBgQD6Cas6GBPdr6ugNguT52DVtgScq3BrrsMhbhEI_ths5jlEJNm_F7BNEMtJzXdSaEDjnC&__tn__=-]K-R
https://www.facebook.com/AshgroveArchers/?__cft__[0]=AZVEngAgFcBGVJg2Vb2Zuz1d_YKoXy34WyH1079QJitB4gFuhlcpQjbncPv6lSPynNDQHF8AGXGm5dbeJBgQD6Cas6GBPdr6ugNguT52DVtgScq3BrrsMhbhEI_ths5jlEJNm_F7BNEMtJzXdSaEDjnC&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/LaoisArchery1/?__cft__[0]=AZVEngAgFcBGVJg2Vb2Zuz1d_YKoXy34WyH1079QJitB4gFuhlcpQjbncPv6lSPynNDQHF8AGXGm5dbeJBgQD6Cas6GBPdr6ugNguT52DVtgScq3BrrsMhbhEI_ths5jlEJNm_F7BNEMtJzXdSaEDjnC&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/limerickfieldarcheryclub?__cft__[0]=AZVEngAgFcBGVJg2Vb2Zuz1d_YKoXy34WyH1079QJitB4gFuhlcpQjbncPv6lSPynNDQHF8AGXGm5dbeJBgQD6Cas6GBPdr6ugNguT52DVtgScq3BrrsMhbhEI_ths5jlEJNm_F7BNEMtJzXdSaEDjnC&__tn__=-]K-R
https://www.facebook.com/lrta21/?__cft__[0]=AZVEngAgFcBGVJg2Vb2Zuz1d_YKoXy34WyH1079QJitB4gFuhlcpQjbncPv6lSPynNDQHF8AGXGm5dbeJBgQD6Cas6GBPdr6ugNguT52DVtgScq3BrrsMhbhEI_ths5jlEJNm_F7BNEMtJzXdSaEDjnC&__tn__=kK-R
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OUR INTERNATIONAL EDITOR LYNN ELLINGWORTH
BROUGHT BACK SILVER AND BRONZE MEDALS

FROM EIAC 2022 FINLAND. CONGRATULATIONS!
 

OUR REPORTER MICHELLE JAY BROUGHT BACK A
BRONZE MEDAL FROM EIAC 2022 FINLAND.

CONGRATULATIONS!
CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL IFAF MEMBERS WHO

TOOK PART IN THE IFAA EUROPEAN INDOOR
CHAMPIONSHIPS IN FINLAND! SPECIAL PRAISE

AND ADMIRATION GOES TO OUR MEDAL
WINNERS!

 
VMHB HORNER GORDON IFAF 1

SMFU MCGOWN WELLESLEY IFAF 2
SMFS-R ADAMS GERRY IFAF 2

AFBH-R ELLINGWORTH LYNN IFAF 2
VMFS-R VERNON MICHAEL IFAF 3

AFTR JAY MICHELLE IFAF 3
AMBH-R DEEVY MARK IFAF 3

BH-R STYLE TEAM 3
MARK DEEVY

LYNN ELLINGWORTH
CHLOE KEATING
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ANNOUNCING ARCHERY IRELAND INDOOR NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP 2022 WINNERS, CONGRATS TO CHAMPIONS AND WELL DONE TO EVERYONE WHO TOOK PART!

Photos courtesy of Archery Ireland @Archery Ireland
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Chad was a craftsman not only making works of art

but also very functional bows. They were meant to be

used and not hung on a wall and looked at. I use my

two regularly. Everyone I have shown Chad's bows to

thought they were stunning. It's with great regret I'm

saying this, but we will never see a bow made by the

great Chad Holm ever again. So anyone who has one -

cherish it!

His legacy will be carried on in his family, friends and

anyone he has touched with his bows. I'm sure Chad is

looking down with a smile and more likely laughing at 

Tales of american bow

Craftsmanship and performance

  
By NickBy Nick

KavanaghKavanagh
  

anyone who wilds one of his bows and misses the

target. And we all miss. I would also like to thank Brad

Davis for providing a pic of Chad showing a lady how

to build a bow.

Now onto a lighter note. I'm going to review the two

Holm Made River Runners I proudly own.

At a glance, these bows are fabulous looking. Chad

used the best of woods in his bows. Both are 60 inches

long. One is 47# at 28" the zebrawood and purpleheart

one. The darker one is walnut I think not too sure and

This month I would like to make a tribute to the late

Chad Holm, The founder and owner of Holm Made

Traditional Bows.

Firstly I want to thank Amy Holm the widow of late

Chad for providing some pictures and a little write-up

about her husband. It wouldn't happen without her

help. I'm sure the readers will appreciate it as much as

I do.

The world has lost a truly great man and bowyer.

Chad left the archery world in August 2020 at the age

of 49. I have never had the pleasure or honour of even

talking to him. But I know he is missed by all

traditional archers. Especially anyone who knew him

or has any of his bows. As an Irish archer, I am the

proud owner of not one but two River Runners and

hopefully more in the future. These bows will never

leave me - keepers for sure.

Chad Holm legacy

 is 44# at 28". But both of these bows shoot as good as

they look - which is awesome! My draw is 29 inches so

they pull a bit heavier but not much. I normally shoot

wooden arrows but I have found they love

carbon arrows which fly really well from them. The

carbon arrows weigh a total of 440 grains each.

These are two bows I was very lucky to get my hand

on. And will only become harder to find. As there will

be no more. But I'm on the lookout for a Holm Made

longbow. Which might I say are hard to find. I haven't

speed tested any of them but they can chuck arrows

with authority.

Above: Chad Holm in his workshop, pic. by  Layne Kennedy
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Tales of american bow

I have added some pics of these fabulous bows. Just to give you a glimpse of what

this man was capable of. Hope you enjoy the read. If you have any questions don't

hesitate to contact the magazine and I'm sure they will pass them on to me so I

can respond.

Nick

Zebra wood and purple heart. Quiver by selway. Arrows custom
made be D & M custom arrows
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Tales of american bow

Custom hickory arrows. Quiver by mike yancy.
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From a young age, Chad always had a great work

ethic, was into sports, and being an outdoor

enthusiast, he dearly enjoyed hunting, fishing and

trapping. What he set out to do, he accomplished it.

He had always wanted to be a physical education

teacher, so he went to college, got his degree, and

was an excellent teacher.

In the mid 90’s he started to get interested in

traditional archery. He began making wood arrows,

collecting recurve bows and also making knives.

Since he was a teacher and had the summers off, he

was looking to form some kind of a business. In the

early 2000’s he built two log cabins from scratch

and sold them.

As he thought about his passion for Traditional

Archery, he started making bows for himself and his

friends. He learned everything by reading

magazines and talking to other bowyers.

In 2006 we moved to our home and he turned one

of the garages into a shop. He decided he wanted to

start making recurves and longbows and selling

them - that's how Holm-Made Traditional Bows was

formed.

Teaching during the day and building bows at night

kept him very busy. By working hard, going to

archery events, advertising in magazines and on the

internet, he built up his business. He has shipped

bows all over the world. Oh, how he loved to build

bows!!! And he loved to talk about hunting… It

saddens me to know he cannot build any more bows

for anyone. I loved when a customer would call him

up after receiving their bow and they were so happy

with the craftsmanship and performance. Everyone

loved their Holm-Made Bow.

Chad’s Legacy is carried on in all the lives he has

touched and all the bows carried in the woods.

Amy Holm

www.tifam.news | 26Issue 6 

Tales of american bow

Photo by Layne Kennedy
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shooting weekend, the weather was looking
good and so on Friday afternoon Jim, Pat
and myself set out with the wheelbarrow to
measure and place the pegs, target
numbers, and decide on whether the black
wolf would go down the hill or up the lane
or by  the  lake. 

Saturday morning the Slackers from Swan
Lake came to help put the animals  in  their

back to 

Drewstown 

House
 

Back up early on Sunday to get the two animals out on the grass, safety signage out and registration set up,

admin team was completed with the addition of Kerrie. Hoping that everybody had set their alarm and got with

the time change we welcomed 36 archers from far and wide. 

We could not have hoped for better weather, with the sun beaming down all day a fantastic day was had, plenty

of aspiring photographers among the archers for post event promotion. B the time I had called the final prize

winner, the Slackers team this time aided by Fiona, had the course dissembled, cleared and cleaned and all the

zoo animals back in their night pens. All that was left was handing in the score results to IFAF. 

White Wolf has never ran so smoothly thanks to the support of Coach Jim, Pauline, Kerrie and the Slackers. 

 Hope to see you again in Drewstown, and I think we will have to get some of those lake shots back and might

the steel wolf be making an appearance again….??

Back to  Drewstown House
 

By Marjan Boers

would have been a shame not to have
another shoot in the surrounds of
Drewstown House. This time we
opted for an official round, which
does mean we could not include lake
shots,  because  it   is  hard to  walk  on 

place for the weekend. Karl and myself out on the

Quad bike (thanks to Billy for the the use) with all the

3D’s in the trailer closely followed by Jeff, Tommy

and Doc who put them all in their rightful place.

Time for a KitKat break and a final safety check and

it was done and dusted, home by 2pm. Can’t beat a

well-oiled team.

It
water after you miss with your first arrow,
of course this only happens to the few of
us, but still.

Anyway as we cannot keep our targets out
in the woods of Drewstown house there
are some logistics involved in the setup of
the course. First several walks through the
woods to decide on possible placements  a   
few weeks prior to the shoot, decisions  on 
the type of round and how many targets to put out.
Advertising the shoot, notifying IFAF, printing score
sheets, result, registration slips, checking medals.

Before we head out again…. double checking the
round requirements, checking our materials; flags,
numbers, pegs, tape and directional signage. Oh and
yes 3D’s…

Thanks to IFAF for providing us with 3D’s, some
Club 3D’s and a loan of 1 or 2 from a club member
and we were ready to go.

White Wolf Archers is known as the club with the
fewest members and so I had to call in the  troops  on 

Marjan

Boers

White Wolf Archers first shoot back in Drewstown House, Co Meath

Drewstown  House, courtesy of Laurent Vuille
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Archers at Drewstown  House, courtesy of Laurent Vuille
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Back to  Drewstown House
 

By Olivia Reynolds

H
Unfortunately, I was not put in the same group as
Aishlinn, but I still enjoyed being with Karl Curtis,
Lynn Ellingworth and my dad. The course was so
cool. There was a zip line across the lake and
obstacles up high in the trees but sadly they were
not part of the course. There were real goats too.
My favorite target was the bear that stood on all
fours beside the lake. My dad lost an arrow in the
lake at that target too. At the end was a little
presentation and I won first place and me and
Aishlinn swapped are medals around. I had great
fun there and the people there were really, nice.

By Olivia Reynolds

Drewstown  House, courtesy of Laurent Vuille
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ello, Olivia here. On the 27th of
March I went to White wolf
archery competition. It was a UAR
14 x 2. When me and my dad
arrived, I met up with my friend
Aishlinn Smee of Black Castle
Archers and we hung out until it
was  time   to   make   the   groups. 

Laurent Vuille 
by 
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IFAFIFAF  
NATIONALNATIONAL

CHAMPIONSHIPCHAMPIONSHIP
AS

HGROVE
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R C H E R
S

20222022
July 16-17July 16-17

10€ Adult10€ Adult  

5€ under 185€ under 18  

per dayper day

20€ Adult20€ Adult  

10€ under 1810€ under 18  

weekend rateweekend rate

DAY 1DAY 1

28 x UAR28 x UAR  
3 arrow3 arrow  

DAY 2DAY 2

28 x UAR28 x UAR  
2arrow2arrow

@AshgroveArchers@AshgroveArchers ifaf.ieifaf.ie

https://www.facebook.com/AshgroveArchers
https://fieldarchery.ie/


  The 16th will be UAR 3The 16th will be UAR 3
arrow x 28 3Ds. Hot foodarrow x 28 3Ds. Hot food
available to purchase onavailable to purchase on

the day and soft drinks andthe day and soft drinks and
water available. Saturdaywater available. Saturday

night will come to life withnight will come to life with
plenty of musicians andplenty of musicians and

crack, BBQ available thatcrack, BBQ available that
for campers.for campers.  

Location:Location:

X91 EC80X91 EC80
WADDINGSTOWN,WADDINGSTOWN,

  CO. KILKENNYCO. KILKENNY

Sunday 17th UAR 2 arrowSunday 17th UAR 2 arrow
x28 3Ds. Hot foodx28 3Ds. Hot food

available and drinks.available and drinks.  
Raffle, teas and Coffee andRaffle, teas and Coffee and

finally awardsfinally awards
presentation. We maypresentation. We may

come up with other ideascome up with other ideas
for Saturday night’sfor Saturday night’s

entertainment. Also localentertainment. Also local
B&Bs available forB&Bs available for

weekendweekend

You can come Friday 

You can come Friday evening 15th to set camping in the field,

evening 15th to set camping in the field, there will be toilet
s and
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for
  

there will be toilet
s and
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BBQ you
r food or get the chipper or Chinese to deliver.

and
BBQ you

r food or get the chipper or Chinese to deliver.

CONTACT IVANCONTACT IVAN
08626801940862680194  

DIANEDIANE  
08761775510876177551  

DANIELDANIEL  
08722182970872218297

For more detailsFor more details



STRINGFELLOW
DIARY

The way it works is with a 3 arrow walk up

for all targets and the objective is obviously

the kill but with a twist. You stop shooting

and scoring only on hitting the kill. All

wounds count as 5 points. 1st arrow kill is 30

points (stop shooting). 2nd arrow kill is 20

points (stop shooting). 3rd arrow kill is 10

points (stop shooting). Any wounds, before

or without the kill, are added to the score. It’s

a 2 x 14 round. The fun and challenge are in

the walk-ups though in that they can be

positioned at any distance or location. Some

are staggered with you zig-zagging to the net

peg, some have you shooting up, shooting

down, crouching, leaning and balancing. 

 Each peg confronts you differently. One

moment the target is exposed then, moving

left or right, it’s behind a mound, then it’s

between the trees. This is a beautiful course.

Owen Reynolds

  From enclosed and cosy conifer needle carpeted

hills to the marshy lowlands, from the lively

meandering brooks to the bumpy inclining terrain

amongst the ash it was clear that fun was the

objective in setting it out. The camouflaged stoat was

a challenge, the massive tortoise a joy. As for the

shark, that appeared as if it had wriggled up the bank

of the adjacent stream, rarely have I noticed such a

combined, dare I say almost primeval,

determination in a group. The wild goat typically

intercepted two kills with its’ horns.  One of my

arrows had to be retrieved from a tree at the

prancing deer such was the narrow line. The owl

didn’t stand a chance. There was that tiny perched

falcon in the distance almost in line with another

tree causing you to doubt yourself. That all being

said sometimes it’s the little things you notice too.

Maybe it was the course. Maybe it was the round. I

don’t think I’ve witnessed people, nor found myself

before, actually running to the next peg such was the

eager exhilaration we almost imperceptibly found

ourselves    experiencing    as    the   day   progressed.

 Another thing I liked about this round is the flexibility

afforded in setting it out with the layout being very much at

the discretion of the course-setters. As such one could

certainly detect the loosing of imagination. There was

something about the format, the distances between the pegs

and layout of the targets that meant that you never felt bad

about or over analysed your shooting, that your absolute and

resolute priority became one of having fun and enjoying thy

day.  This gave me a curious pause for thought when so often

one can be distracted by ever evolving perceptions and

objectives while losing visibility of what one found precious in

the beginning. I had a refreshing feeling of being separated

from the anxieties and pressures of an outside world finding

myself unwinding and taking delight from the moment. If

only for that alone I’m truly glad I came. Liam McDonald and

David McDermott present a very relaxed, supportive and

friendly setting. Olivia and I had the absolute pleasure of

shooting with Ruth and Mia Knox. I think when it comes to

Aos Dána I think I just might have discovered a retreat, an

escape or maybe simply just a guilty pleasure. Doesn’t matter,

all    three    works    for    me.    Thank-you    so    much    guys.

On
the 27th. it was off to
Aos Dána in
Ramsgrange, New
Ross, Co. Wexford
and if I could pick one
word for this course,
it’s captivating. This
was a break from the
norm in  that it  was  a  
Huntsman        Round. 

Owen Reynolds Stringfellow Diary
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 Sorry guys, horn doesn’t count!!!

Oooo!!! I didn't expect it
to happen.
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Owen Reynolds Stringfellow Diary
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 Fantastic shooting, and the tree
didn’t stand a chance either.

 This bunch of troublemakers

Then once again an opportunity to shoot another indoor competition presented itself on Saturday 5th March. This time it was courtesy of Kilmore Archery Club at their scenic

and open location in Lurgan, County Armagh. Again, and as for the Craigavon Archery shoot on the 6th February this was an indoor competition comprising a morning and

afternoon session. Some familiar faces from the previous indoor shoot were there, Gordon Horner, David Uprichard and Brendan McKeown. I was shooting alongside Darren

Coates with his beautiful home-made flat-bow, still a work in progress but performing extremely well with wooden arrows too. I wasn’t as apprehensive this time round and

settled in quite nicely again in no small part due to the company. The large kitted out steel shed was cosy despite the chilly outside temperatures. Plenty of coffee and biscuits

were on hand too. Once again, if only to re-iterate the point, these are fantastic IFAA rounds virtually screaming for more exposure and I do believe that were that to come to

pass there would be an even greater take-up of the sport. As I write this too the European Indoor Archery Championships have just kicked off in in Seinäjoki, Finland and for

some travelling over, the Kilmore shoot was their last opportunity to experience something akin to a tournament environment.

This was a sobering occasion though, in that this was the last shoot for Kilmore Archery in these premises and this location with a sale agreed for the range and adjacent shop.

No need for perturbations though, as a new venue is already in the pipeline.

 

A big thank-you goes to Wellesley McGown and David Uprichard for a very relaxed and professional day. A lot goes into organising a competition like this and you wouldn’t

think it to witness the ease with which they handled it. Well done.

The art of primitive archery... One with the nature
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Owen Reynolds Stringfellow Diary
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 Perfect line discipline

 Some quick maintenance,
always advisable to have

your spares at competition
like this.
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So, cutting to the chase, two-thirds of

the way into the huntsman competition,

stopping at the next target, arrow, nock,

set, set-up, draw, anchor, aim, release

and bang. There I was, standing with

riser in hand, gazing at two limbs and a

broken string lying on the ground. So,

what happened? In this case it was a

combination of things. I had been using

an old, well used string for starters. It

was perhaps a case of ‘one last time

before I replace it’. However, it likely

turned out to be one too many and the

upper string loop and limb tip both

failed. If not simultaneous, which

happened first or what triggered the

other, will probably remain a mystery.

For the limbs, it appeared there had been

some previous cracking and slight

delamination at the tips, again which I

hadn’t noticed or thought of checking at

this location. Therefore, the reinforcing

on the upper limb tip had broken away

during the failure. When I checked the

lower limb later, sure enough similar

cracking was apparent. Again, these limbs

were very high usage.

Issue 6 

Owen Reynolds Stringfellow Diary

  The dreaded
bleeper. Told you

it was to be
feared!

 

 Well laid out,
comfortable and

resourced facility.
Need more of these

for sure.

One more thing before I leave you in

peace. As we all know, or should, archery

being a great pass-time as it is, comes

nonetheless with risks. Given the

distractions of the day, the enthralment

of the shoot, the engagement of the

company it is indeed possible sometimes

to become lapse, if not downright

complacent, in the need to take certain

precautions and carry out some basic

checks. No-one is perfect and as such I

fell victim to one such tragedy meaning I

was heartbreakingly unable to complete

the   shoot  at  Aos  Dana.  Fortunately, 

no injuries resulted. Now I could keep

the whole thing to myself, but where

would be the benefit in that? While many

things do take their toll, pride and ego

are imposters I do not easily succumb to.

Thus, if it means preventing a similar

incident for another archer then happy

days. What I know about archery has

overwhelmingly been gleaned from the

experience of more seasoned others and I

am grateful to them for that. I still

have a lot to learn, and sure that’s part

of the fun.

Furring or fuzziness of the main

string fibres indicating fibre damage

from contact, friction and or

infrequent waxing. Replace.

Localised discoloration of the main

string if using dyed threads,

particularly beneath the centre

serving, indicating contact which can

result in eventual failure, not to

mention a poor release. Seek a second

opinion or maybe some footage on your

form.

Broken and severed fibres apparent in

the main string. Replace. 

Thinning of the serving, indicating 

 failing fibres beneath. This can

often first manifest itself as the

serving appearing shiny, merged and

maybe even compressed, losing its’

round shape. Replace.

Anyway, returning and firstly to the

string and some things to watch out for:

https://tifam.news/tifam
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Owen Reynolds Stringfellow Diary

If you’re getting custom strings made and prefer them thin, it might be worth

considering the quality and thickness of the serving thread particularly for the

end loops and perhaps contemplate some additional padding there.

If you serve your own string, be careful not to set the serving tool too tight

during winding to avoid crushing the fibres (tricky balance to avoid being too

loose too).

Be aware of using tight arrow nocks and having to force them onto the string.

Be careful also of tying or crimping nock points too tight.

When tying a new nock point or reserving be careful if using a lighter to flatten

the tag ends and potentially making adjacent fibres brittle. You may be surprised

but most of the time a lighter isn’t necessary if your knot is sound. I find that,

before tying a nock point, drawing the thread over the end of a cold hot-glue

stick gives it a certain binding attribute.

Store your string carefully, preferably removing it from the bow and keeping in

its own container, securing the ends to maintain the twist. Tooth-brush travel

tubes are ideal.

Wax your string regularly, not the serving though.

Finally, if your string is old and has served you well, the moment you ponder

same, replace.

Check along the limbs for excessive lacquer loss.

Check along the full length of the limbs for any signs of delamination or layer

separation.

Check along the limbs for any cracking, especially around the reinforced tip area.

Sometimes the nut above the dovetail comes loose so check and tighten this if

necessary. A good selection hex-keys are perhaps the most useful set of tools for

any barebow or bowhunter shooter.

Again, if you’ve been adjusting your tiller, ensure and occasionally check that

the locknut is secure.

Next, before stringing, to the limbs, for which in this case I refer to ILF, recurve:

 Check for warping or twisting of the limbs. There are several ways to do this.

Holding the set-up bow, string side up, and limb tip at eye level, look along the

bow and check for any twisting. Another way is to place two arrows just under and

perpendicular to the string where it meets the limb. Again, looking along the bow

both arrows should be parallel to each other. Beiter blocks can be used too,

placing them on the limbs of the set-up bow, stepping back and checking string

alignment along the limbs and riser. A twisted limb can give rise to a string

slipping from its’ groove and possibly from the tip during draw.

Never ever, ever, ever X100 dry fire a bow.

 When shooting and at full draw be careful of limbs touching the ground, branches

or anything for that matter. On release, this can result in a destructive

transference of kinetic energy.

 Unstring your bow if storing it for lengthy periods.

 Store your limbs like your food. In a sleeve in a cool, dry, dark place.

 Be wary of buying second-hand limbs. Not trying to scaremonger here but it’s much

better if you know their history.

I might add this is of course a non-exhaustive list of things to monitor as I’m in no

doubt there are wealth of stories out there on failures and the reasons behind along

with lesson learned. We have the perfect forum here to share them.

Nonetheless and regardless of opinion it is crucial you take care of and regularly

check your equipment. I think there should be more emphasis on this for new archers

post sign-off, and perhaps even regular equipment care and tuning sessions organised

at club level. Dare I say it too, fellow and more experienced archers have a certain

responsibility to advise and help their less experienced fellow shooter without the

need to be patronising or confrontational. You could be shooting alongside each other

during a competition and the failure of one can affect all.

For me anyway, a piece of friendly advice always goes a long way.
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Owen Reynolds Stringfellow Diary

Just a quick word of thanks to Dave McDermott of D3D Target Archery Shop, for helping

me out with a new set of limbs straight after the shoot and the time taken to make sure

they suited me. They are currently working very hard and serving me well.
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EIAC 2022
SEINÄJOKI
FINLAND

 

EIAC 2022 The European Indoor

Archery championships was held in

Seinajoki, Finland between 16th and 19th

March 2022. This competition requires

the archers participating to shoot two

standard Indoor rounds and one flint

round.The standard Indoor is shot at

20Y into a 40cm target. Five arrows are

shot at each end, six ends per session

and two sessions. Archers swap targets

diagonally after the first session. The

maximum score for this round is 300,

and it is sometimes called a

“300”round.The flint round is a little

more complex. It requires two targets

per archer, a 35cm field target and 20cm

Bunnies. The bunnies are shot at 20Ft,

10Y and 15Y. The 35cm Field target is

shot at 20, 25 and 30Y. Two archers

share a butt, and they shoot left side or

right side depending, and swap halfway.

Each side of the butt has 20cm bunnies

and 35cm field, but they are placed

opposite,    so    if   the     left     side    has   

By Michelle Jay

bunnies at the top, the right side will have them at

the bottom. The archer shoots from 25Y first, at the

35cm field target. They have four arrows and all

score for each end. They then move to 20ft, and

shoot bunnies. 30Y field targets are next, followed by

15Y bunnies. Field targets from 20Y and then,

bunnies at 10Y. This is followed by a walk-up, which

is     one     arrow    from    30,     25,     20     and    15Y. 

Then       the      archers      swap       sides       and    do 
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the same again. This was the largest indoor archery

competition ever held in Finland. The doors to the

Arena opened on the morning on the 16th for

registration and practice. During the morning, we

could practice the 20Y indoor round, followed by

different groups practicing their flint round in the

afternoon. The flint practice was a lot more

regulated, as everyone has to move to different

shooting positions safely.

Last day of Championship,, courtusy @EIAC 2022
Seinäjoki
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I'm just grateful that I had practiced it so much

beforehand, even though I shot badly, it would have

been worse if Iwasn’t so familiar with it. I was very

upset afterwards, I felt as if I had let myself down.

Michael Vernon was absolutely wonderful and helped

me immeasurably.

When day three dawned, I really didn’t want to shoot.

Another Indoor round and no opportunity to shoot

between my disastrous flint and this new challenge.

Usually if things go badly, I shoot close range and re-

establish my basics. I’m really grateful to Jason

Finnegan for his amazing support.

He put aside his own disappointment and was utterly

calming and funny and lovely. I knew that I was

slipping down the ranks, and had to do well to have

any hope of getting a medal. As much as I tried to

push those thoughts out of my head and concentrate

on just shooting, I couldn’t stop thinking about it.

Thinking about the rankings was making me tense

and leading to bad shooting, but Jason kept bringing

me back, telling me daft things and making me laugh.

I managed to do OK, I’d hoped for better but it

definitely could have been worse! At the end of the

competition I wasn’t sure if I’d done enough to hang

onto a medal, but I was relieved to be finished.

The awards ceremony was next. It’s all a bit of a blur,

but I do remember Lynn Ellingworth and Gordon

Horner getting the crowd clapping and joining in

with the trumpeter’s fanfare. I did get the Bronze,and

I’m both proud and disappointed all at the same

time. I do think I could have done better, and I can

pin point where I went wrong. Ultimately I feel my

own inexperience was the problem. I intend to learn

from this experience and my training plan will be

changed to reflect the things I’ve learned. What I feel

mostly about this whole experience is not really

about the shooting. I’m surprised by how much I

enjoyed the social aspect of EIAC. I’m not someone

who is particularly gregarious or much of a social

butterfly, but I did meet some utterly wonderful

people, and I also really enjoyed spending time with

others whom I knew, but didn’t know well. They

were a wonderful bunch of slightly crazy but

supportive and fun archers who I’m very grateful to

call my friends. See you all at WIAC, if not before!

EIAC 2022 By Michelle Jay
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The practice sessions were followed by the opening

ceremony. The Finnish organisers sang a specially

written song “archers Paradox” then the major of

Seinajokifired an arrow into a target. All of the

competing countries nominated an archer to shoot a

symbolic arrowat the target.

The first “proper” day of competition was an Indoor

round. The archers were split into two sessions, with

different times to start. I was the only Irish archer in

the afternoon session, everyone else shot in the

morning. I honestly don’t know how I wasn’t

publically sick, the nerves were indescribable. I’ve

shot quite a few Indoor competitions, but never

anything on this scale. At the end of the first session I

could see that I was leading the entire Trad section,

men and women, thanks to the controversial

scoreboards placed in front of each butt. We switched

targets and I couldn’t find my point. I was unable to

really recover, but I managed to hold on and not

completely lose the plot, but it wasn’t my finest hour.

Day two of the competition was the Flint round. I was

the only Irish archer in the morning session and the

events of the previous day really had me tense and

nervous. I struggled throughout the flint and never

gained any sort of equilibrium at all. 

The IFAA World Indoor

Archery Championships

is being held in Kent, UK

early next year(13th-18th

February). Entries are

open.www.wiac2021.co.uk

Seinäjoki, Filnalnd
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DAVID UPRICHARD

This was to be my 10th IFAA European or World

Championship event so I guess you could call me a bit of an

old hand. I’ve been asked to write a short piece on my

experience of the event.

Surprisingly, the first highlight was the opening ceremony. I

have sat through some long and dare I say it, tedious,

opening ceremonies in the past. But the Finns gave the

concept a real facelift by providing a bow and a bucket of

arrows and asking all the participants in the ceremony to

shoot an arrow at the target. So we had the Mayor of

Seinajoki, Steve Kendrick IFAA VP etc. right through to

one representative of each participating nation, shooting an

arrow at the target. Very well thought out, entertaining

and most importantly, engaging. 10/10 Finland!

I was shooting in a very competitive group, but as has been

my experience in my previous tournaments, everyone was

very friendly, courteous and fair.

Although I am by no means new to Compound archery, this

was my first major indoor championships shooting on the

‘dark side’. (I only made the decision to change from recurve

at the beginning of January.)

I was a little disappointed with my two ‘Standard’ round

scores, but very pleased at adding 5 points to my ‘Flint’

round PB.

Overall, yes, I could/should have shot a higher score, but I

was very pleased with how I controlled my nerves and kept

my focus, allowing me to enjoy the whole atmosphere of the

big occasion. I put that down to my mental preparation as

much as my physical practice, as well as drawing on all the

experience gained from previous competitions. (Big ‘Thank

You’ to Wellesley, Sean and Kieran…!)

It was great to see so many medals coming home to Ireland.

When it comes to sport Ireland always seems to punch well

above it’s weight, and the archery team certainly didn’t

disappoint in Finland. Although I didn’t win a medal

myself, the joy of seeing other team-mates with theirs is

infectious.

Roll on WIAC 2023!
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SUSAN AGNEW

AFFSR

Equipment: Hoyt Formula Xi with Velos Limbs (40lbs)

with Podium Bowstrings string, Shibuya sight with Shrew

Flex sight pin, Shibuya button, Shrewd Revel Stabilisers,

CTH Maximus tab, Carbon Xpress Nano Pro Xtreme

arrows with 70mm XS wings fletches.

EIAC 2022 was a great week away with Archery friends

old and new. It was great to be able to travel again and

enjoy the archery, I forgot how much I missed that! Day 1

(Indoor Round No.1) started off ok for me and didn’t really

get much better. Struggled a bit getting the arrows through

the clicker and found I was lacking in energy and strength.

Day 2 was the flint round. After a good rest and a talking

to I performed better than Day 1 but still not how I wished.

I found out after that I broke my Irish record for the Flint

round so maybe not so bad after all. Spent a bit of time

reflecting on my 2 days shooting and realised I was still not

100% from catching covid 2 weeks before leaving for

Finland. There was no way I’d be at my best. Day 3 (Indoor

Round No.2) after my lightbulb moment the day before, I set

my sights on my indoor Irish record ultimately, I missed this

by a point but much better shot execution and scoring so I

achieved something. Overall, this competition wasn’t as bad

as I believed in the moment. I executed the majority of my

shots well and my mental plan was spot on. Another one

down and more experience under my belt, can’t wait until

next time….

I have to say a special thank you to the rest of Team Ireland.

Everyone was there for one another providing whatever

support was needed. Big shout out to the guys from

Craigavon who looked after me all week after my original

plans had to change. We laughed all week, from Gordon

dressing up for St. Patrick’s Day being the most memorable

moment for everyone who attended to Gerry getting lost in

the hotel!!

Sponsors:  The Archery Shop, Podium Bowstrings, Shrewd

Archery, CTH Archery, XS Wings.

MICHAEL VERNON

VMFSRI shoot recurve, my

bow is not top of the line, nor

are my arrows. I enjoyed

watching the different bow

styles and the different

characters, those that took it

seriously and those who were

there for the craic.
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LYNN ELLINGWORTH

AFBH-R

Bow,riser, limbs and string.

Button, arrows, quiver, binoculars...not essential, but

definitely helpful.

As my second IFAA Indoor Championships I have to say I

felt the same way about the social element of the

tournament. You get the chance tosee other styles shooting

up close and have time to catch up with the people you know

and get to know those who are shooting in your style, or

similar category. For me, that meant shooting with, and

next to, adult male and veteran and junior female

bowhunter recurvers, some of whom I know from Field and

Hunter tournamentson the shooting line. Ialso got to see

manyotherswho I’ve not seen in 2+years(EIAC 2020 and

EFAC 2019)

I would say Ishot as well as I was able. I honestly didn’tput

in the work and it showed on the target and the per round

score, not the overall results. Second place –and the pressure

to hold it -remindedme you’ve got to work at it.

I found Finland to be a very beautiful place with very

friendly people. What Ilike and appreciate about the IFAA

and its international events is that they bring me to places

in the world I wouldn’t otherwise go to. Visiting small

towns or rural locations are all part of the archery

experience. I was also delightedto be competing on St

Patrick’s day and bring a bit of “craic”to the shooting line

andbe one of “the real Irish”folks to frequent Seinajoki’s

Irish Pub. The standout (after Gordon Horner in his

Leprechaun (elf) slippers) was the awards ceremony and

thetrumpeters. We got the hall clapping away to the fanfare

of the medallists. You had to be there, or see/hear the video

but for me;the William Tell tune will forever remind me of

EIAC 2022

ADRIAN WHITE

AMFU compound

What can I say about my first time going to Europe to

shoot? I loved every second of it, from the venue to the

people, the hospitality we were shown was first class. The

friends and club members I travelled with just made the

whole experience amazing, especially Gordon, but we won’t

say any more about that (what happened in Finland, stays

in Finland), the friends I was reunited with from 2020 and

the new ones I made.

I will definitely do another one, I was very happy with my

score. Shooting with that many people is nerve wracking;

nothing can prepare you for it. Roll on next year.

EIAC 2022 By Michelle Jay
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GORDON HORNER

Hello fellow archers!

My name is Gordon Horner. I’m an historic bow/English

longbow archer, which you will know that means I am

relaxed and enjoy my archery. The scores come second, but I

do like to win.

Finland 2022 was a great success in my opinion. Not just

for the people who won their category, but for the people

who met up with old friends and made new ones. Before,

during and after covid-19 I can truly say I haven’t laughed

or had as much fun in ages, and for people who don’t know

me, I like a laugh. So to have like minded people at a shoot

was truly great!

Thank you Finland and fellow archers (sorry for the sound

of bells on St Patrick’s Day).

Gordon.

WELLESLEY MCGOWN

Trip to EIAC 2022 in Finland

On Tuesday 15th March, Myrtle and I along with David

and Julie Uprichard, travelled down to Dublin Airport

where we met up with Thomas, Mark and Chloe for our

6.05pm flight to Helsinki Finland for the first leg of our

journey to Seinajoki and the IFAA, EIAC2022 Indoor

Archery Championships. Our flight to Helsinki was 2hr

45min and with Helsinki being 2hrs ahead of GMT we

arrived at 10.45pm, collected our luggage and boarded the

courtesy bus to The Holiday Inn hotel, our destination for

one night. Wednesday morning after breakfast we got a

taxi to the local train station where we got the 11.19 train

to Seinajoki an approximate 3 hour journey. Seated in the

upper deck of this superb train we got our first glimpse of

the Finnish countryside, encapsulated in a blanket of snow,

with its frozen lakes and massive forests of spruce and

silver birch trees. It was interesting to see local fishermen

sitting out on a frozen lake fishing through a hole drilled in

the ice. We arrived in Seinajoki at 2.30 and it was a 200

yard walk across the carpark to the Hotel Alma which was

our residence for 4 nights. Check in completed, we got a

taxi down the Sports Arena to register for the competition.

The Sports Arena was a massive complex supporting two

main sports halls, conference rooms and a restaurant. On

entering the arena we were greeted by FFAA staff and

given our registration package, and directed round to the

main arena to assemble our bows for equipment inspection.

On approach the arena was very impressive supporting 40

targets. Displayed above the targets were the flags of the

seventeen nations that were participating in the

competition, there was a splendid spectator gallery behind

the shooting area where archers and their friends could sit

and chat. With the equipment check completed we were

able to leave our bows in the lockup storage provided for

the duration of the competition.

The afternoon practice session had ended and while we

waited for the opening ceremony to commence, we had

time to have a coffee in the coffee bar and chat to archery

friends we hadn’t seen from 2020.

EIAC 2022 By Michelle Jay
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The opening ceremony commenced with a welcoming

speech from Saska Bouwer, secretary of IFAA Europe,

followed by greetings from the Mayor of Seinajoki, IFAA

European President, Steve Kendrick and the FFAA

President. Members of the FFAA Folk Group enthralled us

with a special song written for the occasion. 

The part that stood out as entertaining in this ceremony

was that all the speakers had to shoot one arrow at a target

to the oo’s and ah’s and applause of the spectators,

following this one member from each competing nation

was invited up to do the same. Finally when this was

completed, Steve Kendrick declared the EIAC2022 opened

and we returned to our hotel .

On Thursday morning we were in the arena bright and

early for the first day of the competition which was a IFAA

Indoor round 60 arrows. Some of us were scheduled to

shoot the first session starting at 9.15 for 30 minutes of

practice with the competition commencing at 9.45.

Standing on the waiting line, the adrenaline is flowing,

the whistle blows as I approach the shooting line it is time

to focus on that shot routine that has been practiced for the

past few months and concentrate on executing good shots.

All too soon the 60 arrows were shot and the final scores

totted up and signed off. I wasn’t ecstatic about my score,

but I was very glad that I had made the effort to be there.

For 30 some years now, I have been shooting Bows and it

never ceases to amaze me the thrill I still get when

attending major competitions where I have the opportunity

to meet and shoot with archers from so many different

nations. As the IFAA Slogan says we are a part of The

World family of Archers which gives us the opportunity by

following a simple competition protocol to compete in the

IFAA European and World archery competitions, How

lucky we are! Why else would you want to lug an oversize

case containing 20 +Kgs of Archery Equipment and

Clothes on and off Planes Trains and Buses.

Friday was the Flint round shot over 4 sessions, our group

were in the final session at 5.30pm, this gave us a free day

to take the train to the Coastal City of Vassa for a few

hours and explore some of the sights there. 

We were back at the Arena at 4.30pm and prepared for our

Flint Round session which finished around 7.30. Considering

the first two ends of the competition didn’t go as planned for

me, I was still content with my final score. Saturday was the

final day of the competition with the second indoor round.

We were in the morning session which went ok for me with a

similar score to that of the first day. Being finished at

lunchtime meant that we could take our archery gear back to

the hotel and return to the Arena in the evening for the prize

giving, which was quite a long process, but somewhat faster

than some of the previous presentations I have attended. The

evening finished with a buffet spread for archers and their

families.

On reflection the competition was well run, the FFAA

committee and volunteers are to be congratulated on a job

well done, and judging from what we seen of Finland and

the Finnish hospitality, I am looking forward to more of this

at the WBHC 2023 in Rovaniemi, Finland under the

midnight sun.
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Not a perfect three days from a shooting point of view

for me, but a lesson in how good physical preparation

can be undone by poor mental preparation. Every day’s

a school day! Some of the highlights of the EIAC

included the camaraderie of a company of archers from

across Europe, getting to know Irish archers so much

better than occasional chats at shoots and the sight of so

many archers in one place.

Overall I thought the event was well run – teething

problems happen everywhere in life – and the

organisers were friendly and helpful throughout. If

there was one thing I would change it would be the

trumpeting at the end of each medal giving. I still wake

up screaming, hearing those trumpet notes over and

over!!!

JASON FINNEGAN

 

Fiberbow freestyle recurve

 

 

MARK DEEVY

AMBHR

Equipment I Brought:

12 x Hawkeye 600 Arrows

Win&Win Inno Riser

Uukha Limbs 34lbs

Spare bow string x 2

Spare tab

Spare arm guard

 Medical tape (for use if the serving stared to unravel)

All the other usual bits and pieces bow stand etc

 

For me - the competition went well as I came 3rd – It

wasn’t an easy run – I had a bit of difficulty on the line

with other competitors – basically people trying to put you

off your rhythm. Over the few days I found the hardest part

was trying to balance nerves & tension against my own

mind, I mean that in the sense that in a competition like this

you need to be able to be strong (not physically but mentally

) Shoot & miss and to forget and try again with a clear

mind, the previous error for whatever reason needs to be

boxed up and binned, Holding on to it can have an adverse

effect on your next shot. I also learned that being outcome

independent of the result helped me focus, Trust your

instincts, Trust your form, shoot and have fun, It’s a fight to

the last arrow, going into my final day I was placed in 6th

and had an uphill battle on my hands – I needed to close

down the opposition by 20 points and in my head gain

another 20.. but I also needed to enjoy myself so laugh at

every opportunity, seek emotional reward from fellow

competitors, I’ve made so many friends on the line, all of us

sweating over our next shot, all crying internally when it

goes to crap… lol… but all of us in the same boat. All fighting

all smiling, all laughing.

 

 

A funny moment – Realising mid shoot that one of my

arrows was minus a knock – had to scramble back to grab

another arrow

EIAC 2022 By Michelle Jay
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CHLOË KEATING 

Bowhunter recurve 

Recurve Bow,

800 spine carbon arrows (pink) 😆

I have to say that it was a great experience in Seinäjoki at the EIAC 2022. The nerves

definitely were very present especially when I first walked in, and continuing to shoot

despite them was the main challenge of week. The comradeship shown by the other archers of

all styles was so impressive. I have to thank Thomas Colclough for all his constant support

and guidance and also to Mark Deevy for his encouragement. I might not have come home

with an amazing score but I have great memories instead. 
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Did you deliberately leave out… “at your age”? 

I’ve been riding a motorcycle since the early 1970’s

and have travelled all over Europe by motorcycle

but with the volume of traffic these days, it is

indeed more dangerous and I dread hearing of the

death of a motorcyclist. Many modern machines

are super fast and a rider needs to be constantly

alert, have patience and exercise restraint. As the

years advance I’ve gone from kick start to electric

start and eventually I’ll probably have to settle for

three wheels rather than two. But my attitude is

‘DO IT WHILE YOU CAN’, life is short enough.

    met Tom at the Laois Archery club,
he joined a little later than I. At first, he
seemed like a very nice but rather
unassuming man - an ageing gentleman
with a benign disposition... Oh, how
wrong I was in my assessment! Tom is
everything but a quiet old fellow! A
volcano of energy and a machine gun of
ideas and concepts are, in short, the two
mildest terms for this restless spirit of
art, adventures and archery! You have
to know that Tom is a fine artist, painter
and sculptor, in addition to being a
teacher and, being an engineer, he is
always tinkering, fixing, improving,
inventing new designs - brewing,
measuring, assessing the density,
flexibility, elasticity  and  constitution  of 

Plato of Laois “Passion  and  Commitment”
 

An interview with Tom Joyce
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matter like some mad scientist from
NASA! Oh, I forgot to add that he
loves motorbikes and has quite a
collection of them! He always has
something to say, no matter what you
ask of him, he is sure to surprise you
with things you hardly imagine. He
knows literature (being one of the first
reviewers of my book), art,
engineering, carpentry, philosophy,
science, ethics, he has editorial skills
(helped me with this interview not only
as a protagonist but also as an editor).
Frankly? I don't know if there is any
area of knowledge and science that
Tom has not encountered in some
way? For me, he is a Plato of Laois
contemplating life in his refuge at
Slieve Bloom Mountains.

How did you get involved in archery?

As a child, the films and books about Robin Hood and

American Indians, sparked my imagination, and I

always felt attracted to the fundamentals of archery.

For me there is something basic and natural in man’s

use of a bow and arrow. Using a long stick and string

to shoot a short stick at a target, be that a buffalo or

butt, is a skill that is both primitive and complex, and

that appeals to me.

What bow style and category do you shoot?

I shoot longbow and historical longbow in the Senior

Male category.

Are you retired?

I’m retired from teaching but as a painter and

sculptor I’m still very active. Some people who are

still working, think that because I’m retired, I have

nothing to do, but in reality I’m constantly busy.

Apart from archery and art, I have many, many

interests and in fact I find it difficult to get the time

to pursue each.

You mentioned that you have other interests. What

are they?

I have always had a great interest in motorcycling

and the restoration of old motorcycles. I also have a

great love for the natural environment, and that

leads to interests in related topics, like geology,

archaeology and photography. I enjoy traditional

Irish music and play the mandolin…..poorly now,

because I haven’t been practicing.

Do you not think motorcycling is dangerous? For

me personally, they are doomsday machines. I can

remember the glorious motorbikes of the first "Mad

Max"... But I guess you drive differently?

PlatoPlato  
of Laoisof Laois

  
“Passion and“Passion and  
Commitment”Commitment”

I

Above Val d'Iserre -Glorious sunshine & snow
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You have recently made a trophy for Archery that you presented to IFAF.

What inspired you to make that?

Individual, hand crafted, specially designed trophies are time consuming and

expensive, so by necessity, trophies for most sports have to mass produced and

cheap. As a sculptor I had a commission to design and make a trophy for

Marksmanship for the Irish Reserve Defence Forces and I had reason to revisit

that file over the Christmas holidays. I began doodling with possible designs for

an archery trophy and thinking about how, using my artistic and metalwork

skills, I could incorporate my personal passion for archery and reflect skills

needed by an archer.

I get enormous enjoyment and satisfaction from archery and greatly appreciate

the work done by members of the committees of Laois Archery and IFAF, who

so readily give of their time and energy for the enjoyment of others. Making this

trophy is my way of acknowledging that and saying “Thanks”.

Do you have a particular category for which it will be presented?

No. I will leave that decision to IFAF. The fact that the trophy features a

curved longbow is because that shape is, I believe, the primitive shape from

which all other bows have emerged. If you google “Cova del Cavals” you will see

seven thousand year old cave paintings depicting hunting with bows and

arrows.

Are you working on anything else?

I am presently sketching out and thinking through the design of another trophy.

One that would reflect that primitive history of archery that I referred to

earlier.

I believe you were involved in repairing old archery butts for the Club.

Yes. Nick Anton asked Owen Reynolds and I for ideas on how the Club’s old

and damaged butts could be repaired and in order for the three of us to be able

to keep in touch and share our ideas, he created a Whatsapp Group called “The

Archery Engineering Corporation”. Nick took on the work of replacing the

timber frames and Owen and I figured out a simple system of rebanding the

butts with polypropylene banding to replace the original steel bands, which had

rusted away. We renewed about 23 butts, which are now as good as, or better

than, new.

Plato of  Laois “Passion  and  Commitment”
 

An interview with Tom Joyce
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I hear you make your own arrows and that they are more than precise?

Yes. As an engineer I found the mechanics and physics involved in making my

own wooden arrows fascinating, and frustrating, but there’s enormous

satisfaction in building wooden arrows that fly straight and true. Each arrow

is individual and making a set can be a real challenge, so it hurts when I lose or

break one at a shoot.

Apart from making arrows, what are you working on at the moment?

At the moment I’m actually making metal formers for a club member who cuts

his own feathers. The formers should make it easier for him to accurately bend

the hot wire that cuts the feathers to shape.

What are your plans for the future?

As Spock said…… “LIVE LONG AND PROSPER”

IFAF ARCHERY TROPHY

 

Brief: Design and make a trophy suitable for various disciplines of archery.

While of contemporary design, it should reflect archery’s history and heritage.

The trophy must be a suitable award for male and female archers of any age.

It should make subtle reference to the various elements of an archers ‘form’ – stance,

draw, anchor, etc.

The trophy should be easily transportable, be a manageable weight and be easily cleaned.

 

Materials:  Metal, Wood and Stone

 

Detail:  Metal: Brass (figure), Spring Steel (bow), Silver/Copper/Nickel alloy (arrow)

  Wood: Oak (figure support)

  Stone: Limestone (base) 

 

Execution: The final design of the figure incorporates elements from many sketches and

studies of an archer’s stance, grip, draw, anchor, aim and release. The many elements of

an archers ‘form’ that need to considered and mastered, are represented by the lines

scribed on the front and back of the ‘figure’ shape.

 

 Oak (representing the strength and perseverance needed by an archer) was chosen for

the figure support.

Limestone was chosen for the base to represent the ancient history and tradition of

archery for hunting, warfare and sport. The textured finish of the surfaces hint at the

millions of tiny organisms from which it is composed. The two rear faces of the trophy

are left smooth so that the Trophy Title Plate can be affixed to one and the name plates

of winners on the other.

 

 On completion, the trophy was sealed in a cellulose lacquer to help maintain its lustrous

finish. The trophy should not be polished and should only be cleaned with a dry, soft

cloth.

If necessary the figure and its oak support can be unscrewed from the limestone base.
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Lynn Ellingworth

On Saturday 12th March I set off on my first

International Field Archery Association (IFAA) trip

in two years, leaving Dublin for Helsinki. The last

one was much closer to home, in Northern Ireland

in fact, for the European Indoor Archery

Championships (EIAC) before the world was turned

totally upside down by the ensuing global

pandemic. 

In those two years we lost time away at Regional

and World Championships and for administering

the IFAA in its World and Regional Council

meetings. Whilst time cannot be turned back, not

everything was lost. Tournaments from 2020 have

rolled over to the summer of 2022. Meetings

switched from in-person to online, thus enabling

the IFAA to function under unprecedented

circumstances. And so it was for me with EIAC

2022. The trip Finland was not just about the

archery, it was also about attending the IFAA EU

Council meeting as IFAF’s International Rep (IFAA

Delegate).

Having arrived in Finland, archers and

representatives of the IFAA alike boarded trains or

drove approx. 350 km from Helsinki to Seinäjoki.

Having received advice from the Finnish IFAA

delegate I caught the train, rather than chance

driving on snowy roads!

centres  was  a  real  treat  for this  first-time  visitor. 

Seinäjoki is a relatively mid-sized town, making it

easy to get around on foot from the train station to

local  hotels   and  from  there  to  the  EIAC  venue. 
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"Trip Finland"

"TRIP FINLAND"
EIAC 2022 REPORT

Lynn Ellingworth
 

The train was a
masterclass in comfort
and efficiency.
Watching its progress
on-screen as it travelled
at a constant 200kmph
reaffirmed choosing
public transport was the
right decision for the
trip. The views from the
window of snow-
covered scenery as the
train passed by hamlets,
and through small-town
stations      and      urban 

The meeting was just

two minutes’ walk away

whilst the Hall was 25

minutes’ walk, which

was reduce to 20

minutes when the ‘as

the crow flies’ footpaths

were figured out over

the course of  the  week.

This years’ EUC was

supposed to be held in

Sweden at the start of

March, but was deferred 

to Finland due to Covid-19 conditions. The EUC

Meeting was the first in-person gathering since

2019, in Poland. Regional Council meetings

generally run over two days. Issues directly

affecting the region are discussed and voted on,

such as matters relating to upcoming events and

regional tournament bids. At the EUC, proposals

for the World Council in Estonia were considered.

These included a rule change, a housekeeping

item    and    a    strategic    plan    for    the    IFAA.
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Lynn Ellingworth

EIAC 2022 opened on 16th March with the
registration, followed by Standard Indoor and
Flint Rounds practice sessions and the Opening
Ceremony. The Ceremony sees local dignitaries
and officials from the host association give
speeches to welcome archers to their local area
and the country. This year there were two
contrasting aspects to the ceremony. The first
was the poignant speech about the conflict in the
Ukraine by the official from the Finnish Field
Archery Association (FFAA) and the light-
hearted, opening ceremony song ‘The Archers’
Paradox’, which turned out to be a bit of an ear-
worm that had people humming along to for the
whole  event…  whether  they  wanted  to  or  not!

The competition itself ran for three days. The

Standard Indoor Round was shot on Day 1 and

Day 3 whilst the Flint round was shot on Day 2.

With over 300 archers in attendance the rounds

are shot based on a shooting group schedule (A,

B, C and D). There were two shooting sessions for

the Standard Indoor Round (A/B and C/D)

whereby archers on the morning session on Day 1

shot the afternoon on Day 3. Because the Flint

Round takes up more space, 2 per boss versus 4

for the Indoor Round, each shooting group had

their own session (A, B, C and D). This made the

middle day very long for the Hosts and meant

the archers could potentially have a very early

start  (07:30)    or    a    very   late   finish   (20:00).

Attending IFAA tournaments is not just about

competing, it’s also about the social element big

events like these bring. They are a fantastic way

to get to know people from your home

association who live in different parts of the

country, meet your international counterparts on

the shooting line and the many other archers,

and their travelling companions, in attendance.

This    was    especially     true    at     EIAC     2022 
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"Trip Finland"

with St .  Patricks Day fal l ing

mid-way into the

tournament,  and Seinäjoki ’s

Irish Pub,  ‘Danny Boy,

being the focal  point  for

archers   and   locals    a l ike.
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Lynn Ellingworth
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"Trip Finland"

Of the 14 members of IFAF competing,
seven won European Medals.
Additionally, Gordon Horner not only
won his division, he set a new European
Indoor Record for the Single Flint
Round. The BHR Team kept up their
podium finishes from EIAC 2020 by
securing the bronze Team medal.
However, the medals only tell half the
story. The group comprised of first
time and seasoned IFAA Indoor archers.
It was a week where things went well for
some and not so well for others. It was
an experience in terms of the archery,
the camaraderie and the journey, both
physical and mental, that brought each
and every one of us to Finland. At EIAC
we all learnt a bit, laughed a bit and
returned home glad to have gone, glad
to be back and planning for the next
Indoor Championships, WIAC 2023 in
England!!
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L a o i s  A r c h e r y  a r e  v e r y  e x c i t e d  t o  b r i n g  y o u  o u r  t w o  d a y  s h o o t  o n
t h e  w e e k e n d  o f  t h e  3 0 t h  o f  A p r i l !  D u e  t o  t h e  s u c c e s s  o f  o u r  2  A r r o w
R o u n d  i n  F e b r u a r y ,  D a y  1  w i l l  b e  a n o t h e r  o f  t h o s e  a n d  D a y  2  w i l l  b e
a  M a r k e d  A n i m a l  R o u n d .

A s  a l w a y s ,  w e ’ r e  l u c k y  w i t h  o u r  l o c a t i o n  i n  P o r t l a o i s e ,  a n d  o u r
s h o o t s  a r e  a l w a y s  p o p u l a r .  T h i s  m a k e s  i t  a  g r e a t  w a y  t o  m e e t  u p
w i t h  y o u r  p a l s  f r o m  a c r o s s  t h e  c o u n t r y !  P l u s ,  w e  p r o v i d e  t h e  t e a ,
c o f f e e ,  a n d  b i s c u i t s ,  s o  a l l  y o u  n e e d  t o  b r i n g  i s  y o u r s e l f  a n d  y o u r
g e a r  ( a n d  y o u r  s a n d w i c h e s ! )  t o  m a k e  i t  a  g r e a t  d a y  o u t !
U n f o r t u n a t e l y ,  w e  c a n ’ t  h a v e  p e o p l e  c a m p i n g  i n  t h e  w o o d s ,  b u t
t h e r e  a r e  p l e n t y  o f  p l a c e s  i n  a n d  a r o u n d  P o r t l a o i s e  t o  s t a y  i f  y o u
n e e d  t h e m .

A s  p e r  u s u a l ,  w e ’ l l  b e  s e t t i n g  u p  a  r e g i s t r a t i o n  f o r m  o n l i n e ,  s o
m a k e  s u r e  y o u  k e e p  a n  e y e  o n  o u r  F a c e b o o k  p a g e  a n d  w e b s i t e  t o  g e t
t h a t ,  a n d  f o r  a l l  a d d i t i o n a l  i n f o  w e  n e e d  t o  s h a r e  a s  t h e  e v e n t
g r o w s  n e a r e r .  I t ’ s  n o t  n e c e s s a r y  t o  p r e - r e g i s t e r ,  b u t  i t  d o e s  m a k e
t h i n g s  e a s i e r  o n  G e o r g i  s o  w e  d e f i n i t e l y  r e c o m m e n d  i t !

W e ’ r e  l o o k i n g  f o r w a r d  t o  s e e i n g  e v e r y o n e ,  s o  b e s t  o f  l u c k  t o  y o u
a l l !

30
Apr 
01

May Laois Archery PRO 
Emily Phipps
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Meet
the the
Eady's JUST

  AI
M  FORTHEMIDDLE.

     here is an old saying: "do things

you are meant to do and fate will put

you where you need to be at any

given time." I met Tony and his

daughter Olivia in 2018 at my first

shoot in Ireland, we got into the same

group at the annual Laois Archery

February competition. I did terribly,

if they gave prizes for the worst score

ever I would probably get the top one.

Seeing my awkwardness, Tony was

understanding and really tried to help

by giving tips and pointing out the

mistakes. I felt cared for and

supported, this meant a lot to

someone starting his adventure with

archery. Understanding and support

are, in my opinion, the right words to

describe this family. A little later I met

Sharon, Gerard and Corey. All like

Tony and Olivia are great archers,

but, what is the main axis of this story,

never pushy, helpful and bravely

support their fellow archers. I have

shot with them (or some of them)

many times, always with a smile on

their lips and innate cheerfulness in

true Hollywood style shot after shot

they headed for the centre of the

target. But the main award at the end,

as in these old sayings, is not a medal

or applause for which none of the

Eady's is desirous but the favour of

fate, which always knows whom and

where to place... And look, each one

of them is exactly where they should

be - on the podium. In sport and in

everyday life, fate gives them a hand,

because it knows that hard work and

respect for others are the most

important values, which are forgotten

by so many today - but not by the

Eady family. They strike right for the

middle and their aim is to be strong-

willed and kind. Archer or not -

Eady's will have your back.

Marcin
Malek

By 

T
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International Championship of Poland in traditional ArcheryBy Marcin Malek 
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I had recently hooked up with Tony and asked if I

could talk them into some kind of interview, he

replied immediately and seemingly without much

thought: “absolutely, I'd be honoured - and then

added - ehhh, and of course, I'll ask the others, but I

think they'd say yes”. Indeed, the following evening I

already knew that the rest of the Eady's clan had also

agreed to an interview.

I've begun with the most obvious question in the

world: why archery? But the answer wasn't so

obvious:

It’s a sport the whole family can participate in.

For our family we get to spend time together

training and competing, it’s just really good

quality family time. We tend to make a day of

it or if competing abroad we plan our Holidays

around it and go a few days before or stay on

an extra few days and tour around. We all love

it and have got to travel up and down Ireland.

We have also all shot abroad in Wales,

Scotland, Hungry, Austria, Germany & Czech.

Sharon was shooting in Czech while the rest of

us shot just across the German border in

Oberweistental. Tony , Olivia & Corey got to

go to Italy while Ger got to stay home for his

exams with Sharon. Tony has competed in

different parts of China 4 years in a row and

before COVID we got to shoot in Yankton, USA

which was absolutely amazing. Gerard and

Tony have also competed in Greece.

We have got to meet so may people over the

years and made so many archery friends at

home and abroad and seen some fantastic

scenery along the way, we are very lucky.

"We are so lucky"... It's an interesting thing about the

luck, and so again an adage about the fate that puts

us right where we belong. I then asked: when did

you all start shooting and who started first?

Tony was the first one of us to start shooting

towards the end of 2014 all the rest of us were

involved in Kick boxing. Gerard decided to

give it ago next followed on by Corey, Olivia

and Sharon was last to give it a go.

World Bow Hunter Championships Yankton USA – Gerard Gold Young Adult Male BareBow

World Bow Hunter Championships Yankton USA – Corey Gold Junior Male Freestyle Unlimited

World Bow Hunter Championship Yankton USA – Olivia Gold Junior Female Barebow

 

World Bow Hunter Championship Yankton USA – Sharon Gold Adult Female Barebow

* set a new IFAF record over there while competing in the One Arrow Round*

 

World Bow Hunter Championships Yankton USA – Tony 5th Adult Male Barebow

*set a new IFAF record over there while competing *

 

European Bow hunter Championships Oberweistental Germany:

Gerard Young Adult Male Barebow Bronze

Olivia Junior Female Bare Bow Bronze

 

World Bowhunter Championships Italy

 

Corey Silver in Cub Male Barebow

Olivia Bronze in Cub Female Barebow

 

Archery Ireland Indoors:

 

2022

 

Tony Gold Masters Barebow

Tony Silver Seniors

Sharon Gold Masters Barebow

Sharon Silver in Seniors Barebow

Sharon & Tony Gold Barebow Mixed Teams

Gerard Junior Bare bow Gold

 

Olivia Cadet Bare bow Gold

Corey didn’t compete he was off doing other stuff.

Just aim for the middle

looking at each of them one wonders how many competitions they

have taken part in, where and with whom they have competed and

where they keep all these medals. Naturally, I asked them for a list  of 

 achievements:
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2021

 

Corey Cadet Gold Compound

Tony Masters Barebow Gold

Tony Seniors Barebow Bronze

 

Sharon & Tony Senior Barebow mixed teams Bronze

*Gerard & Olivia didn’t compete

 

UKIFAC

 

2017 

 

Northern .Ireland : Olivia Gold Cub Female Barebow

Gerard Gold Junior Male Barebow

Corey Sliver Cub Male Barebow

Tony Gold Adult Male BHR

 

2018 

 

Scotland Olivia Gold Cub Female Barebow

Corey Gold Cub Male Barebow

Gerard Gold Junior Male Barebow

Sharon Silver Adult Female Barebow

Tony Silver Adult Male BHR and Silver in the Team event.

 

2019 

 

Wales Olivia Gold Junior Female Barebow

Corey Gold Junior Male Freestyle Unlimited

Gerard Gold Young Adult Male Barebow

Sharon Silver Adult Female Barebow

lI had to ask the "domino" question, although I saw

the danger of doing so: What styles and gear are you

shooting?

Sharon shoots Barebow and has for the last

few years. Before that she shot Bowhunter

Recurve and Traditional wooden bow

wooden arrows for a year or two.

Gerard started off shooting trad for a few

years before moving on to Barebow which he

loves.

Tony shoots barebow and Bowhunter

recurve using Win & Win riser and limbs

but also has shot Horsebow in competitions

in China. He has a few different bows

including trad. 

Gerard shoots a Spigarelli BB has internal

weights and Kaya Limbs. He uses a tab and

Carbon One Arrows.

Corey shoots Compound Freestyle Unlimited

using a Diamond Infinity Bow with Ramrod

Stabilisers and Easton Eclipse arrows. He’s

in the process of upgrading to a PSE Lazer.

He still has a Barebow Bow which he loves

but had to change style due to an injury.

Olivia shoots barebow using a Spigarelli

riser with Kaya limbs and internal weight

system. She uses Easton Arrows. 

Sharon uses Gillo bows,I have two of them. 

They are both purple btw. I have Kaya limbs

and Ukka Limbs. Both bows have weights

inside. I use Easton Arrows and an Rcore tab

and grip and a sling. 

The whole family hold numerous Irish

Records in both IFAF and SIFA and have

been lucky enough to be successful throughout

the years at National Championships.

Just aim for the middle
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Tony – Find a good family friendly club.

Corey – Google Archery Clubs near you.

Bring a friend with you to try it.

Olivia – We were all beginners once so relax

have fun !

What next?

We are booked to compete in the European

Bowhunter Championships in France at the

end of June.

Plans for the future?

Tony: Work on Stringwalking (ask the boss

lady for a few lessons ) and slow down my

shot cycl

Sharon: I’ve been injured so I’m using my

Gillo G2 thus my plan (fingers crossed) is to

get back out shooting my Gillo GT with Ukka

Limbs , I miss them!

Olivia: I want to work on my form.

Corey: Get my new bow and get it set up

properly and then get out and have some fun

with it!

Gerard: Practise , practise, sort my form and

practice whilst all the time enjoying it.

Eady family advice: 

Aim for the middle. 

If your not smiling why are you doing it.

Just aim for the middle

Now, do you know yet why I called it the "domino"

question? I wondered whether the Eady family had a

training routine or programme they follow?

During covid our Archery practice was badly

effected with restrictions and lockdowns. We

found ourselves with no where to practice.

We are slowly building our fitness levels back

up and working on both our field craft and

our our Indoor/Outdoor shooting. We have

been concentrating on our form and our bow

fitness. Quality shooting over quantity

everytime.

The most important factors in archery?

Sharon – Relax and enjoy and if you have a

bad arrow just forget it let it go and move

on.

Tony – If your not smiling your doing it

wrong.

Gerard – Don’t forget your gear!

Corey – Be patient with yourself and take

the good days with the bad days. Most

importantly “aim for the middle”

Olivia – Create a goal and work towards it.

What advice do you have for those who want

to start or have just started with this sport?

Gerard – Don’t put it off, give it ago you

have nothing to lose... except arrows!

Sharon – If you are starting out in 3D

archery invest in a pair of good boots and

rain gear, oh and a hat and sunscreen, we

live in Ireland .
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SCOTTISHSCOTTISH
BOWHUNTERBOWHUNTER
CHAMPIONSHIPCHAMPIONSHIP
20222022

H O S T E D  B Y  F O R E S T  S P I R I T  A R C H E R S ,  K I R K A L D Y ,  F I F E  
A T  S T R A T H O R E  R D ,  K I R K C A L D Y  K Y 1  4 D J

THIS IS A TWO DAY EVENT WITH TWO 14 TARGET UNIT ROUNDS BEING SHOT EACH DAYTHIS IS A TWO DAY EVENT WITH TWO 14 TARGET UNIT ROUNDS BEING SHOT EACH DAY

Day 1

Unit 1 - 14 target IFAA Paper Animal Round Marked

Unit 2 - 14 target IFAA 3D Standard 2 Arrow Round

Day 2

Unit 3 - 14 target IFAA Paper Animal Round Marked

Unit 4 - 14 target IFAA 3D Standard 2 Arrow Round

 

Register here

https://www.sfaa-ltd.com/event-details/scotish-bowhunter-championship-2022
https://www.sfaa-ltd.com/event-details/scotish-bowhunter-championship-2022
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God knows I’ve given lads a good ball hopping over

taking up the compound bow after being die hard

tradies or recurve archers. So, after nearly 40 years of

recurve shooting, I am well due a good roasting over

this.

As an engineer and an archer, I can’t help but be

fascinated by the ingenious design of a compound bow.

To achieve such incredible speed power and accuracy

and be so easy to hold at full draw despite poundage’s I

wouldn’t dream of attempting with a recurve is amazing.

It was a hunter named Holles Wilbur Allen who after

being frustrated by game jumping the arrow due to the

slow speeds of a traditional bow, invented the

compound   bow    and   patented   his   design   in   1969. 

The Allen compound bow was first available in shops

in 1967. Allen’s idea and knowledge of physics allowed

the new bow to rely on a cam system to multiply the

forces in the limbs and thus increase the arrow speed

significantly.

compound shooter. What I didn’t know is that he is

also a tattoo artist.

I got the opportunity to buy a second-hand PSE

SUPRA recently and decided on a whim to buy it.

Absolutely no idea why but I figured it would be fun

to give it a go. The problem was however that this

bow was white. So, I asked Dave Leigh would he like

to customise it as a fun project and later teach me

how it all goes together and shoot it. He happily

agreed.

As the bow came with a bright green string and the

riser is reminiscent of a bats wing, I figured a black

and green colour scheme was in order. Very quickly

Dave disassembled the bow and began the arduous

task of sanding the riser. He also sourced some

custom paint from a local car paint supplier. Before

long he had the riser  painted  and  invited  me  to  his

workshop to help assemble and shoot the bow. I was

on the road in a flash and decided to bring the beer

while I was at it. Well, you may as well enjoy all

aspects of  archery  and  not  just  the  shooting,  right? 

David Mc Caffrey The toxophilite chronicles

By David Mc CaffreyBy David Mc CaffreyBy David Mc Caffrey

NEW WHEELS FROM OLDNEW WHEELS FROM OLDNEW WHEELS FROM OLD
   

all! Just before Christmas last, I

decided to dip my toe into the world

of compound shooting. Yes, I know

it’s the  poacher turned    gamekeeper. 

Above: An early model of the compound
bow.

I am lucky enough to be within 15 minutes of an

archery range these days and after taking up a new job

last year I ended up in Mitchelstown. Dave Leigh’s

Galtee Archers are only down the road, so I shoot at

their range regularly. I know Dave as a clubmate in

Ashgrove Archers and had met him many times at the

various shoots. We  all  know  him  to  be  an  excellent

So, like two small boys with a new LEGO set we began
re-assembling the bow. The newly painted riser looked
fantastic, and I can’t give enough credit to Dave for his
patience and skill. We laid out all the components and
got to work. Before long it was on the press having the
strings fitted and adjusted. I found it so interesting to
understand how each part of the string can be adjusted
to allow for the cam lean and timing.

The bow as it came
from the factory in
white. Nice but we
can do surely better

than that! 
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David Mc Caffrey The toxophilite chronicles

Above: The new paint job and all the bits ready. It makes it to the bow press quickly.
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I learned to tie some knots too, my boy scout days were flooding back. Owning and operating a compound bow

had more to it that I originally thought. D-loops and slip knots, double grannies and making mushrooms, who

knew! In no time it was ready to have the arrow rest and sight fitted.
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David Mc Caffrey The toxophilite chronicles

Above: There’s a guy who’s happy in his work.

After a beer break or three we got to the shooting bit.

There was a bit of paper tuning to begin with and

amazingly it was near perfect right off the bench. No

doubt Dave’s experience contributed to this as we did

put a lot of time into the bow press part of the process

and that string was on and off like a bad relationship.

We both took a few shots at close range and then

adjusted   the    peep   and    nose    button.   We added 

stabilisers and did some shooting at 18m dialling in

the sight and me trying to get used to shooting it. It is

not the same as shooting a recurve! To be honest I

find it a bit nerve wracking. We decided to max it out

with the bow poundage and set it to 60lb and my

draw length of 30 inches. I was worried that I might

not be able to draw that much but surprisingly I

managed  to  get  past  the  let  off  point   quite  easily.

What I noticed being a recurve archer is that shooting

a compound is all about the last few tiny movements

in the shot. It is very easy to draw the bow and settle

into anchor. There is no pressure at that point, and

you can adjust yourself even if you get things wrong.

A recurve bow and especially an Olympic recurve will

not allow this. You must execute the shot cycle and get

into good alignment from the beginning. At anchor

you don’t have the luxury of adjusting things if you’re

not comfortable. The bow weight is fast making you

tired so you need to execute the shot in a smooth

rhythm. Reaching anchor in good alignment while at

the same time allowing the sight pin to settle on

target, then transferring and expanding until the

clicker goes and the shot breaks and then following

through. This all must happen in a smooth rhythm, or

you will get tired very quickly and lose control.

Shooting the compound bow in my brief experience

is very different. Sure, the basics of archery form are

common  to  both  but  the  ability  to  hold the pin on 

target and remain as steady as you can while

expanding to allow the back tension release to fire is

to me quite a difficult skill to master. The movement

to trigger the release aid is so subtle and yet you must

maintain composure and keep steady on target while

doing this tiny almost imperceptible movement. We

do this of course in recurve archery as well but we

don’t use a scope or release aid and it feels somehow

more organic to me. Having my fingers on the string

and only being aware of the sight aperture as a blur

over the gold allows me to focus on the movement

needed to fire the clicker. The scope by comparison

amplifies this movement and this has the effect of

making me think I am struggling to maintain my aim.

It will take time and practice to become proficient

with this amazing machine, and as ever my focus will

be on the fun side of archery and the adventures it

brings.

See you in the forest and don’t hold back on the ball

hopping!

Above: The old bow made new again. Now to sort out some colour matched arrows eh!
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ONON  
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RANGERANGE

Starting a competition in Dunbrody
with target 11 is almost the same as

taking a slide down a razor blade
chute into a tub of iodine - flipping

sore!
But jokes aside... As I have written

before and still stand by my opinion:
the range at Dunbrody is one of the
nicest, most picturesque places I

have ever shot and let the razor joke
be a token of appreciation to those

who designed and laid out the
course.

TAMING CHAOS
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The shoot was very successful, as

always I found myself lucky enough to

make it into a group of excellent

archers with impeccable manners, a

sense of humour and an innate

sympathy for a fellow archer.

Whimsical weather at this time of year

gave the winter-weary competitors a

break and lastly lighting up the spring

sun, which coupled with the warm

breeze, the scent of awakening

landscapes and the twittering of  birds,

bringing an invigorating sense of

spring.  

The timing was

perfect, which is also

the organizers' merit,

as it is not easy to

know nature and its

paths by heart.

Sometimes it takes

years of experience to

smoothly follow its

rhythm. That bond

with nature, respect

for the forest, where

we are merely the

visitors, made itself

felt every step of the

way at Dunbrody

range. Where each

target, every approach

stemmed out of the

nature of the

landscape itself and

most  importantly, 

 did   not    disturb  

 but 

he view from the rock

is just spectacular in

every inch of its

glory. I can only

imagine how

beautiful    this    place 
 look during a blazing sunset, of which

there are many in Ireland at this time

of year.

By Marcin Malek

Taming Chaos Dunbrody Archers 3D SBG 1×36  13/3/2022

Dunbrody Archers 3D SBG 1×36 

complemented it. This is quite an achievement, so anyone who visits the Dunbrody  course  should  appreciate it.

The atmosphere was also special. We met many friends and some new faces. But the key factor was that

everyone internally felt a sense of belonging. Maybe it is the whispers of an ageing mind, but it seems to me that

kindness makes the best way and the fruitful journey through life. I truly found it and appreciated it very much -

that kindness together with good intentions radiated from each participant. 
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Maybe it was due to the place, coincidence
and grace of nature. Or perhaps it happened
because of the work and approach of the
hosts? But it probably came about because of
a mixture of everything. This too should be
credited to the organizers, who have managed
to tame the laws of chaos, skillfully steer the
mood towards mutual respect and friendship.
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In summary: if you have not been
to Dunbrody then mend your ways.
It is one of the few places on the
archery map of Ireland where any
self-respecting archer should go
at least once in a lifetime. And
not only because of a view, not
just on account of a skillfully
arranged course, not solely for
people - their hospitality and
care about the well-being of
guests. Not only, but
foremost...You have to visit this
place and its people for the whole
lot, as only together it forms that
unique value - a home for those
who love and live archery.
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The first 100 3D was held in 2014 which was DundbrodyThe first 100 3D was held in 2014 which was Dundbrody
Archers 10th birthday. They wanted to celebrate theArchers 10th birthday. They wanted to celebrate the
anniversary in some special way, so they came up with ananniversary in some special way, so they came up with an
idea to mark it with kind of unprecedented/spectacularidea to mark it with kind of unprecedented/spectacular
shoot. The idea took shape after Mark Daly and Martinshoot. The idea took shape after Mark Daly and Martin
Moylan returned from a 3d shoot in Borders course inMoylan returned from a 3d shoot in Borders course in
Scotland.Scotland.    

The first tournament was attended by archers from Ireland,The first tournament was attended by archers from Ireland,
both North and South, as well as guests from England,both North and South, as well as guests from England,
Denmark and Iceland.Denmark and Iceland.

The 100 3D as Clodagh Nolan refers to it is now very much anThe 100 3D as Clodagh Nolan refers to it is now very much an
international tournament growing in popularity "as weinternational tournament growing in popularity "as we
have since had archers from Scotland, Wales, England,have since had archers from Scotland, Wales, England,
Holland, Austria, France and Germany to name a few attendHolland, Austria, France and Germany to name a few attend
the shoot. We have had interest from Australia and Chinathe shoot. We have had interest from Australia and China
but covid has certainly hampered travel.but covid has certainly hampered travel.

It is the only shoot that we know of that offers 100 3d's bothIt is the only shoot that we know of that offers 100 3d's both
days, and the fun factor are definitely the main attractions.days, and the fun factor are definitely the main attractions.
We already have archers from abroad who have been with usWe already have archers from abroad who have been with us
before registered for this years competition.before registered for this years competition.

We plan to improve and make this competition bigger andWe plan to improve and make this competition bigger and
better over the next few years as long as Covid takes a backbetter over the next few years as long as Covid takes a back
seat."seat."

  

THE ONE AND ONLYTHE ONE AND ONLY

DUNBRODYDUNBRODYDUNBRODY
3D3D100100

mailto:dunbrodyarchers1003d@gmail.com


 

 
Swan Lake Archery 3rd of April

On the 3rd of April, I went to Swan Lake

archery club for a shoot also a UAR 14 x

2. I met up with Aishlinn there again and

when we went to the ‘bathroom’ the port-

a-loo was full to the top and we had a

good laugh about it. I went in a group

with Tina Verity, Roy Verity and my dad

and they were good fun. Roy also showed

me how to measure the average distance of

a target with your thumb. At lunch time

me and Aishlinn found a black cat so we

named it Luna and then we did a dance

with it. My favorite target was the crow

because you had to shoot downwards, and

it was steep and close. At the end of the

day there was presentation and me and

Aishlinn won first place, we also swapped

our medals around there too as there were

no slate ones left. I had great fun that

day and everyone was very nice.

I am also very excited for the shoot in

Black Castle Archery Club in Thurles, in

next few weeks. I was there before and

it’s really cool.
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By Olivia Reynolds

Don’t be fooled by these

two. Meeoww!!!

Thank-you Heather Kidd-

Collins for the very nice

photo.

Marcin Malek
by 
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I

M y s t e r i o u sM y s t e r i o u s
M a s s b r o o kM a s s b r o o k

W o o d sW o o d s

What is it about this place and
the people that make archers

wait and plan their
participation in Mayo Archery

Club shoots a year ahead?
Maybe it's the atmosphere, the

hospitality of the club
members, perhaps Anthony's
cake has such a magnetic pull
over us, attracting amateurs of

sweet treats from all over
Ireland, or maybe it's

something deeper, almost
tangible and very difficult to

fathom in words. The
mysterious woods of

Massbrook...
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So now add another colour (but don't

mix it) and another and a few more.

Now... Wait a moment. let the colours

fuse into one another, let them dance

and swirl, creating an image of

something supernaturally beautiful.

This is what this place does to us. It

takes away a piece of our soul,

allowing it to dance with others, to

mingle and feel without breaking the

bond with its owner. That explains

why you share a sense of something

far more than excitement about going

to Mayo. And it is perhaps why you

are accompanied by this uncanny

sense of loss when homeward bound.

Looking at the pensive

faces of the

participants, I know I

am right...

We arrived at 9 am,

myself, daughter

Maria, wife Maggie

and friend from the

editorial team

Michelle. The journey

itself took about 3

hours and passed in a

friendly and relaxed

atmosphere. On

arrival, we were

greeted by Harry with

his innate warmth and

friendliness. Then it

got even better, there

were more people,

friends and new faces,

it    became    crowded

n order to grasp

the concept better,

imagine a large

vessel of solid-

coloured paint -

can  you  see  that?

By Marcin Malek

Mysterious Massbrook Woods
 

Mayo Archery Club 50 3D 10/04/2022

Mayo Archery Club 50 3D 10/04/2022

and bustling. After giving a few warm-up shots on the practice line, we headed for the famous picnic area where,

like a flock of birds at a rally, several dozen archers had gathered to enjoy coffee, tea and of course Anthony

McDermott's famous cake.

Finally, James Moloney announced in his loud voice, reinforced by the sound of pneumatic trumpets, that the

competition was about to begin! As usual, we were divided into groups, and as usual, we were more than lucky to

have such a company for the day. Seeing John Shiel, my daughter Maria's face lit up like the morning sun

illuminating the darkness of a slowly receding night. And I think we all felt the same way - John has this special

ability to brighten up the faces and souls of those with whom he  comes  into  contact.  As  if  that  wasn't  enough, Michael Hambly

James Moloney
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Mysterious Massbrook Woods Mayo Archery Club 50 3D 10/04/2022

we were joined by Michael Hambly, with whom I had the pleasure of collaborating on an

article for MAC's 20th anniversary.  Both John and Michael are excellent archers from whom

it is  both possible and necessary to learn, plus interacting with them falls  into the category

of a privilege,  due to their accomplished sense of the subject of conversation, whatever it

might be,  their innate culture of speech and behaviour and cheerful nature of both of  them.

Uniquely set Masbrook range offers a great experience for archers of all levels. Fifty 3D targets are

enough fun and challenge for a whole day. Their unparalleled layout combined with a tangible

bond and respect for nature puts MAC at the forefront of this type of sports facility. The landforms

and the sheer nature of the forest are unmissable here - if you've never been to Mayo, you haven't

seen Ireland! It seems that the MAC course setters knew it exactly and followed the principle - show

your best. And what could be better than Ireland itself? In this respect, the MAC range is a matrix

of the whole island. The raw beauty of nature and the mystery hidden in the Woods  of  Massbrook.

.

Doc Smith
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John Shiel
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Massbrook
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Hi Everyone!

With the outdoor fast

approaching and

beginners and students

want to try a

competition let us

introduce to Leinster

Archery April fun shoot

Its a single 720 no head

to heads with the

following distances

Beginner Barebow

 30m

Advanced Barebow

50m

Compound

 50m

Beginner Recurve 

50m

Intermediate Recurve

60m

Advanced Recurve 

70m

 

 

All faces 120cm

except for compound

80cm

We really like the

Veronicas Cup schedule

so with that in mind the

following time table will

be in play

Registration and

equipment will be open

from 9.30 to 11am

Official practice will be

on from 10am to 11am

The competition will start

11am (shooting begins)

This is WRS for anyone

shooting World Archery

stipulated distances ie

Cadet male recurve

shooting 60meters etc

 

The closing date is the

24/04/2022 at 5pm

This shoot is open to

anyone AI and ISAA but

ISAA members must-

have AI membership.

Register here

https://archeryireland.justgo.com/workbench/public/events?ref=0AAC8946FFECF3464521058DF73A4C5D0C9E0401&fbclid=IwAR0_DyaR7J9k-2QJirtD0YxMAVEVdX8tN3cR4RooGQUmolcC-5aJfcaVQo8
https://archeryireland.justgo.com/workbench/public/events?ref=0AAC8946FFECF3464521058DF73A4C5D0C9E0401&fbclid=IwAR0_DyaR7J9k-2QJirtD0YxMAVEVdX8tN3cR4RooGQUmolcC-5aJfcaVQo8
https://archeryireland.justgo.com/workbench/public/events?ref=0AAC8946FFECF3464521058DF73A4C5D0C9E0401&fbclid=IwAR0_DyaR7J9k-2QJirtD0YxMAVEVdX8tN3cR4RooGQUmolcC-5aJfcaVQo8



